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TOWN MEETING WARRANT
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Jaffrey, in the County of Cheshire
qualified to vote in Town Affairs:
You aie hereby notified: to meet at the new High School Auditorium,
on Stratton Road, in East Jaffrey Village, in said Town, on Tuesday, the
thirteenth day of March next, at nine o'clock in the forenoon, (polls to
remain open until six o'clock in the afternoon) to act on the following
subjects
:
1. To bring in your votes for the election of Delegates-at-Large,
Alternate Delegates-at-Large, District Delegates and Alternate District
Delegates to the National Conventions of the Democratic and Republican
Parties, to be held for the purpose of nominating candidates for President
and Vice President of the United States.
2. To choose two Delegates to a Convention to revise the Constitu-
tion of the State of New Hampshire to be held in Concord, New Hamp-
shire on May 15th, 1956.
3. To choose a Town Clerk, one Selectman for three years, and all
other necessary Town Officers.
4. To hear all reports except that of the Budget Committee and act
thereon.
5. To hear the report of the Budget Committee, and to raise such
sums of money as may be required for the support of the poor, building
and repairing highways and bridges, fire department, police department,
Memorial Day, street lights, and all other Town Charges.
6. To see if the Town will vote to instruct the Selectmen to borrow
money in anticipation of taxes.
7. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money net exceeding' $1,100 for the purpose of replacing the present
police cruiser, or act in any way relating thereto.
8. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not. exceeding $75 for the purpose of furnishing water service to
the so-called "Childrens Woods", the same to be used by the Brownies of
Jaffrey and other children organizations of Jaffrey, or act in any way
relating thereto. (By Petition).
9. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$919.47 for Town Road' Aid upon Class V Highways, on condition that
the State will contribute the sum of $6,129.82.
10. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not exceeding $5,000 for the construction of sidewalks: on various
streets of the Town, or act in any way relating thereto.
11. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,900 for improvement of Trunk Line and State Aid roads within the
compact area of the Town, providing the State will contribute the amount
of $2,700.
12. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,200 to purchase a new truck to replace the present 1950 Chevrolet
truck.
13. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
$200 to pay for studies to provide a reasonable zoning ordinance suitable
to the needs of the Town of Jaffrey, or act in any way relating thereto.
(By Petition).
14. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $542 (1 /100th of 1% of the valuation of the town) to the Monadnock
Region Association of Southwestern New Hampshire for issuance and
distribution of printed matter, newspaper and magazine advertising, and
by other means calling attention to the resources and natural advantages
of the Town, in cooperation with the other thirty-seven towns of the
Monadnock Region.
15. To see if the Town will vote to increase the present pay of the
members of the Jaffrey Fire Department to $1.50 per hour. (By Petition).
16. To see if the Town will vote to take any further action regarding
the relocation of the section of Squantum Road parallel to the Bathing
Beach; instruct the Selectmen and Highway Agent further, and raise
and appropriate any additional money needed to carry out the project.
17. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not exceeding $425 for the purpose of increasing the lighting
capacity from 6000 Lumen to 20,000 Lumen on five lights on Main Street
between Peterborough Street and School Street, and two lights on River
Street near the Fire Station, or act in any way relating thereto.
18. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $350 for civil defense purposes, or act in any way relating thereto.
19. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money not exceeding $5,000 to be expended for the purpose of engineering
services for proposed sewage disposal facilities, or act in any way relating
thereto.
20. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for contribution to the New Hampshire Marine Memorial Cam-
paign for a monument to be erected as a memorial to the lost-at-sea
heroes of the Army, Navy, Air Force and Coast Guard, or act in any way
relating thereto.
21. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate a sum of
money for relocating the Town Dump, or act in any way relating thereto.
(By Petition)
.
22. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $47.00 for the installation of two street lights on Rindge Road between
Squantum Road and the residence of John B. Hazleton. (By Petition).
23. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum
of $2,000 for improvement of the road leading from Howard Hill Road to
the so-called Michigan Five Corners, or act in any way relating thereto.
24. Shall the provisions of Chapter 171-A of the Revised Laws relat-
ing to games of Beano, be accepted in this Town.












BUDGET OF THE TOWN OF JAFFREY
Estimates of iltevenue and Expenditures for the Ensiling Year
January 1, 1956 to December 31, 1956
Compared with
Estimated and Actual Revenue, Appropriations and Expenditures















Interest and dividends tax
Railroad tax
Savings bank tax
Reimbursement a/c state and federal
forest lands
$17,000 00 $22,964 89 $22,000 00
375 00 373 90 350 00
250 00 164 02 150 00
225 00
From local sources except taxes:
Dog licenses 800 00
Business licenses, permits and filing fees 300 00
Fines and forfeits, municipal court 300 00
Income from trust funds 1,500 00
Income of departments:
(a) Highways, including rental of
equipment 3,000 00
(c) Bath house receipts 80 00
Income from municipally owned utilities:
Motor vehicle permit fees 12,000 00
Bicycle registrations 35 00
tCash surplus 26,028 90
From local taxes other than prop, taxes
:
(a) Poll taxes—regular @ $2 2,800 00















*AMOUNT TO BE RAISED
BY PROPERTY TAXES
TOTAL REVENUES
















* Total estimated "Revenues from All sources except Property Taxes"
deducted from Total estimated "Expenditures" should give estimated
"Amount to be raised by Property Taxes."
t Cash Surplus equals Excess of actual Cash on Hand at close of
fiscal year over Current Liabilities, i.e., Balance of Appropriation due
School District, Unexpended Balance of Special Appropriations, Out-

















Town officers' salaries $5,600 00
Town officers' expenses 5,000 00
Ejection and registration expenses 300 00
Municipal court expenses 600 00





























Health department, including hospitals 75 00
Vital statistics 100 00











Street lighting and telephone























































Bathing beach 900 00 1.127 25 1,100 00
Damages and legal expenses,
including dog damage 1,000 00 2,990 00 1,000 00
Advertising and regional associations 546 00 546 00 542 00
Employees' retirement and social


















Outlay for new construction and perm improv.
Highways and bridges:
Town construction 2,000 00
Sidewalk construction 5,000 00
Indebtedness:
Payment on principal of debt:
(a) Bonds 5,000 00
4,160 76
5,000 00
Payments to other governmental divisions:
Town of Rindge 125 00 115 64
County taxes 15,500 00 16,213 50







TOTAL EXPENDITURES $320,588 79 $324,593 22 $344,844 47
CARL SPOFFORD,






1056 BUDGET COMMITTEE ESTIMATE
Schools $213,193 00
$213,193 00
Town officers' salaries $6,000 00
Town officers' expenses 5,500 00
Election and registration expenses 900 00
Municipal court expenses 600 00
Expenses of town hall and' other buildings 1,700 00
Police department 11,500 00
Fire department 5,600 00
Red network 400 00
Insurance 3,000 00
Health department 75 00
Vital statistics 100 00
Town dump 1,600 00
Tarring roads 12,400 00
Summer 9,000 00
Winter 16,000 00
Street lighting and telephone 6,900 00
General highway expenses 1,600 00
Libraries 1,500 00
Town poor 4,700 00
Old age assistance 3,300 00
Memorial day 400 00
Kumlston field 1,000 00
Parks and playgrounds 150 00
Water utilities 90 00
Cemeteries 4,100 00
Bathing beach 1,100 00
Damages and legal expenses 1,000 00
Employees retirement and social security 1,300 00
Interest on temporary loans 400 00
Interest on fire alarm bonds 150 00
Town construction 2,000 00
Payment on fire alarm bonds (final) 5,000 00
Town of Rindge taxes 125 00
County tax 16,000 00
$125,190 00
Town road aid (Article) $919 47
Sidewalk construction (Article) 5,000 00















(a) Levy of 1954 2,193 98
(c) Levy of 1953 70 03
(d) Previous Years 20 14
Uncollected Taxes:
(a) Levy of 1955 25,147 06
(b) Levy of 1954 569 42
(c) Levy of 1953 22 10
(d) Previous Years 3 08
(e) State Head Taxes—-Levy of 1955 1,540 00
(f ) State Head Taxes--Previous Years 15 00
Total Assets $134,493 69
Grand Total $134,493 69
Surplus, December 31, 1954 $26,028 90
Surplus, December 31, 1955 8,546 88
Decrease of Surplus 17,482 02
LIABILITIES
Accounts Owed by the Town:
Town Office Building Equipment & Foirnishirigs $265 49
Beach. Project 6,500 00
Due to State:
(a) State Head Taxes—1955 (Uncollected $1,745.)
'Collected—not remitted to State Treas. $2,915.) 4.455 00
Due to School Districts:
Balance of Appropriation 104,326 32
State and. Town Joint Highway Construction Accounts:













(Collected and remitted to Treasurer)
1. Property taxes—current year 1955
Poll Taxes—current year—regular
National Bank Stock Taxes
Yield Taxes







Total current year's taxes collected and remitted $280,991 18
13
7. Property Taxes and Yield Taxes-
previous years
8. Poll taxes—previous years— regular @ $2
9. State Head Taxes @ $5
—
previous years
10. Interest received on Taxes
11. Penalities on state head taxes








13. For highways and bridges:
(a) For town road aid $1,385 55
14. Interest and dividends tax 22,964 89
15. Railroad Tax 373 90
16. Savings bank tax and building
and loan association tax 164 02
17. Reimbursement a/c state and federal
forest lands 284 87
18. Reimbursement a/c exemption of
growing wood and timber 62 68
20. Fighting forest fires 38 49
21. Bounties 241 00
22. Reimbursement head tax expense 20 94
From County:
23. For support of poor and aid
furnished soldiers 380 00
From local sources, except taxes:
24. Dog licenses 770 72
25. Business licenses, permits and filing fees 323 00
26. Fines and forfeits, municipal court 557 62
29. Income from Conant cemetery trustees 1,336 08
30. Income from departments, highway 5,754 41
32. Income from municipal water departments,
legal exp. reimb. 1,000 00
33. Registration of motor vehicles, 1955 permits 15,807 29
Total current revenue receipts
Receipts other than current revenue:
34. Temporary loans in anticipation of
taxes during year
42. Sale of town property, old jail cells
Reimbursements from overseer of the poor
Reimbursements for telephone calls
Sale of town histories
Bicycle registrations
Small claims court refunds
Sewer rentals (transferred to sewer fund)
Sale of Jaffrey maps
Misc. receipts, Jaffrey fire department
Employee retirement contributions
Reimbursement for expenses town office
bldg. fds.
















Bath house receipts 119 35
Town of Rindge, police expense reimbursement 6 00
Total receipts other than current revenue $69,106 18
Total receipts from all sources $427,495 00
Cash on hand January 1, 1955 97,649 71




1. Town officer's salaries $5,967 36
2. Town officer's expenses 6,366 97
3. Election and registration expenses 290 55
4. Municipal court expenses 917 42
5. Expenses town hall and other town buildings- 371 48
Protection of persons and property:
6. Police department 10,011 22
8. Fire department, including forest fires 5,687 80
10. Bounties 89 00
11. Damage by dogs 130 00
12. Insurance 2,414 40
13. Civil defense 13 20
Health: ,
14. Health department, including hospitals 46 45
15. Vital statistics 92 75
16. Sewer Maintenance 1,142 12
17. Town dumps and garbage removal 1,304 98
Highways and bridges:
18. Town road aid 1,416 55
19. Town maintenance (summer $10,323.13)
(winter $16,080.93) TAR $14,785.28 41,189 34
20. Street lighting and telephone 6,884 81
21. General expenses of highway department 405 03
libraries
:
22. Libraries 1,308 99
Public welfare:
24. Town poor 5,053 50
Patriotic purposes:
26. Memorial day and veteran's associations 400 00
Recreation
:
28. Parks and playgrounds, including
band concerts 2,465 35
Public service enterprises:
29. Municipal water and electric departments 67 50
30. Cemeteries, including hearse hire 4,517 87
Unclassified
:
32. Damages & legal expenses 2,990 00
15
33. Advertising and regional associations
34. Taxes bought toy town
35. Discounts, abatements and refunds
36. Miscellaneous
37. Employees' retirement and social security
Total current maintenance expenses $5,691 44
Interest:
38. Paid on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes 431 45






Total interest payments $731 45
Outlay for new construction, equipment and
permanent improvements:
42. Highways and bridges—state aid
construction TRA 962 29
43. Highways & Bridges— town construction
Town office building equipment &
furnishing
45. Veterans memorial plaques
46. Sidewalk construction
47. Sewer construction
48. Lands and bldgs. (other $7,140.71)
49. New equipment (highways $11,500.)
Total outlay payments
Indebtedness:
51. Payments on temporary loans in
anticipation of taxes
54. Payments to Conant indigent fund
55. Payments to trustees of trust funds,
fire alarm bonds
Total indebtedness payments
Payments to other governmental divisions:
56. State head taxes paid state treas.
(1955 taxes $4,150.00) (prior yrs. $2,236.20) 6,386 20
57. Taxes paid to county 16,213 50
58. Payments to precincts town of Rindge taxes 115 64
59. Payments to school districts (1954 tax $99,69882)












Total payments to other governmental divisions $214,815 34
Total payments for all purposes $420,231 83
Cash on hand December 31, 1955 104,912 88
Grand total $525,144 71
16
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was














SHEDU1LE OF TOWN PROPERTY
Description
Town hall, lands and buildings
Fui-niture and equipment
Libraries, lands and buildings
Furniture and equipment
Police dept., equipment
Fire department, lands and buildings
Equipment
Highway department, lands and buildings
Equipment
Materials and supplies
Parks, commons and playgrounds
Water supply, if owned by town
Schools, lands and buildings
Equipment
All lands & bldgs. acquired through tax collector's deeds
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241 Male & Spayed Female @ $2 00 $482 00
42 Female 5 00 210 00
1 Kennel 35 00
1 Kennel 25 00
2 Kennel 20 00 40 00
2 Kennel 12 00 24 00
1 Male 67
1 Male 83
2 Male 1 00 2 00
2 Male 1 17 2 34
1 Male 1 50
1 Male 1 67
1 Female 3 75
1 Male 1 36
299




Filing Fees: $16 00
Paid Treasurer: 16 00
Municipal Permits:
1954: Nos. 257937 to 257996 60
Less 257967, void 1
1490




1955: Nos. 105051 to 106550 1500
Less 105060-061-066-137-192-225-487-








REPORT OF TAX COLLECTOR
iSUMMARY OF WARRANT
PROPERTY, POLL, SEWER RENTALS
BANK STOCK AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1955
DR.
Taxes Committed to Collector:
Property Taxes
Poll Taxes






Total Warrent $304,619 45








Interest Collected 34 12
Cash overdeposited and credited to property taxes 2 10
TOTAL DEBITS $306,450 80
CR.
Remittances to Treasurer:
Property Taxes $269,954 30
Poll Taxes 2,246 00
Bank Stock Taxes 638 00
Sewer Rentals 1,694 35
Timber Yield Taxes 687 88
Interest Collected 34 12
Discounts Allowed 5,697 79
Abatements 351 25
Uncollected Taxes as per Collector'® List:
Property Taxes 23,591 58
Poll Taxes 452 00
Sewer Rentals 135 00
Timber Yield Taxes 968 53





State Head Taxes Committed to Collector:
Original Warrant $8,990 00
Added Taxes 220 00
Total Commitment $9,210 00
Penalties Collected 39 50








Uncollected Head Taxes as per Collector's List 1,540 00
TOTAL CREDITS $9,249 50
.SUMMARY OF WARRANT




Uncollected Taxes—As of April 8, 1955:
Property Taxes $19,392 40
Poll Taxes 182 00
Sewer Rentals 122 00
Yield Taxes 3 68
$19,700 08
Added Taxes:
Property Taxes 25 50
Poll Taxes 6 00
Abated Taxes Collected:
Property Taxes 61 20
Interest Collected 838 13
TOTAL DEBITS $20,630 91
CR.
RemiUanees to Treasurer:
Property Taxes $18,764 13
Poll Taxes 176 00
Sewer Rentals 122 00
Yield Taxes 3 68
Interest Collected During Year 838 13
Abatements Made During Year 157 55
Uncollected Taxes as per Collector's List:
Property Taxes 567 42
Poll Taxes 2 00





Uncollected Taxes—As of April 8, 1955 $685 00
Added 1954 Taxes During 1955 25 00
Added 1953 Abated Taxes Collected During 1955 20 00
Penalties Collected During 1955 64 00
TOTAL DEBITS $794 00
22
CR.





Uncollected Head Taxes as per Collector's List








PROPERTY, POLE AND SEWER RENTALS
LEVY OF 1953
DR.
Uncollected Taxes—As of April 8, 1955:
Property Taxes $334 60
Poll Taxes 47 50












Interest Collected During Year





Uncollected Taxes as per Collector's List:
Property Taxes 4 60
Sewer Rentals 17 50
SUMMARY OF WARRANT
PROPERTY, POLL, AND YIELD TAXES
LEVY OF 1952
DR.
Uncollected Taxes—As of April 8, 1955:
Property Taxes $64 58
Poll Taxes 10 00
Yield Taxes 10 00
$84 58
Abated Taxes Collected:
Property Taxes 45 10
$489 46
TOTAL CREDITS $489- 46





Abatements Made During Year







PROPERTY AND POLL TAXES
LEVY OF 1951
DR.
Uncollected Taxes—As of April 8, 1955 :
Property Taxes $107 80









Interest Collected During' Year











LEVIES OF 1950, 1949, 1944
DR.




















Interest Collected During Year













SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCOUNTS AS OF .DECEMBER 31, 1955
DR.
Tax Sale on Account of Levies of:
1954 1953 1952 1951
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year $2,639 40
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
January 1, 1955 $70 03 $37 88 $21 12
Interest Collected And
Redemption Cost. 3 31 00 1 06 5 38
TOTAL DEBITS $2,642 71
CR.
$70 03 $38 94 $26 50
Remittances to Treasurer
During Year $448 73 $18 80 $26 50
Unredeemed Taxes—At Close
of year 2,193 98 $70 03 20 14






ON ACCOUNT OF LEVIES OF
1954 1953 1952
Annett Box Co. $1,196 95
Bean, Charles A. $13 86
**Beauvais, Charles G.
and Marion M. 3 45
Charlonne, Homer 25 05 19 43
Desrosiers, Roland W.
and Rachel A. 385 10
Eaves, Don A 250 00
Emerson, Harry S.
and Margaret R. 31 66 23 62 20 14
Moore, Fred W., Rena A.,
and Elinor M. 97 35
Pierce, Maud V. 8 90 13 12
Sirois, Walter G.
and Alice L. 9 37
St. Pierre, Albert 43 40
Stoddard, Dennis H.
and Gladys. R. 142 75
$2,193 98 $70 03 $20 14
DELINQUENT PROPERTY TAXPAYERS
LEVY OF 1955
Adams, Roger B. &
Bernice T.
















Beauvais, Charles G &
Marion M.
Belletete, Nora J.
Bernstein, Edwin G. &
Jennie
Best, Thomas W. Jr. &
Marjorie E.









Bosley, Herbert A. &
Daisy B. 84 20
**Brunio, Joseph. R. N. 38 64
Burnham, Donadd E. &
Stella P. 88 32
*Burnham, Lawrence E. &
Rosamond E. 82 80
Caldwell, Bernard C. 386 40
Charlonne, Homer 22 08
Cheshire Oil Co. 8 60
Christian, Joseph H. &
Gabrielle M. 187 68
Churchill, Carl L. &
Shirley M. 60 72
Clark, Richard H. &
Marie S. 132 48
**Cotirchene, Leonard 88 32
Crocker, Joseph J. &
Esther M. 176 64
Crowe, Mary P. 410 69
Da-Vis, George D. 55 20
Dedo, Mario R. &
Ruth E. 980 35
*Derby, Roderick C. &
Elsie M. 154 56
Deschenes, Albert N. 166 15
**Deschenes, Horace M.
Heirs 287 04
Deschenes, Joseph A. &
Mae J. 436 05
Despres, J. Arthur 182 16
Desrosiers Auto Repair 107 36
Desrosiers, Roland W. &
Rachel A. 226 32
**Devlin, Mildred G. &
William E. 165 60
Dillon, Emma G. 215 28
Dillon, Roger W. 308 57
Dupuis, Aldie G. &
Grace L. 73 97
Duval, Albina P. 115 92
Duval, Oren E. &
Yvonne G. 149 04
Duval, Roderick J. &
Phyllis M. 160 08
Dyer, Leslie H. &
Hazel A. 77 28
Eaves, Don A. 164 28
Elliot's Restaurant 16 56
Ezrow, Joseph H. 33 12
Faery, Gladys M. 342 24
Field, John W. &
Agnes M. 5 52
*Fish, Abel John &
Pauline I. 154 56
Folsom, Charles A. 27 60
Forcier, Albert A. &
Rita J. 134 47
Forcier, Leo A. J. &
Pauline F. 143 52
Garfield, Carl F. &
Philip C. 55 20
Garfield, J. Stevens &
Constance 33 12
Garfield, John T. 82 80
Gauthier, George D. 11 04
Harling, David H. 83 08
Harling, Doris S. Heirs 712 08
Harvey, Hebert H. 49 68
Hautanen, Arthur &
Dorothy 44 16
Hayes Motor Sales 300 01
Heikkla, Eino J. &
Charlotte 165 80
Heikkla, Jalmar &
Anna L. 612 72
Heil, John G. 27 60
Heil, John G. &
Elynore G. 165 60
Ingalls, Warren I. 211 14
Kelley, David H. 132 48
Klean-Kut Rifle Club 38 64
Kulish, John W. &
Aino J. 135 24




LaFortune, Leon R. &
Doris M. 82 80
LaViolette, Lawrence A. &
Florence L. 303 60
LeMay, Oren O. &
Hazel B. 42 50
Letourneau, Norman &
Mary Lou 11 04
Lindsay, Walter A. Heirs 309 12
MacDonald, Ora 187 68
Mackey, Arthur J. &
Meredith L. 138 00
Maquire, Harley L. &
Shirley M. 93 84
*Maki, Alex J. &
June C. 40 96
Martin, Peter P. 110 40
*Miller, Gordon F. &
Carol J. 165 60
Moore, Fred W.,
Rena A., & Elinor M. 132 48
Murray, Louis E. 110 40
O'Brien, Joseph P. &
Leona M. 110 40
Ouellette, Antonio A. 56 86
Peaslee, Clifton 11 04
Perry, Dama D. Jr. &




Ramsey, Wilfred L. &
Aristene
Record, Lewis S. Jr.
Reid, Mrs. Raymond M.
Richardson, Chester






Sawtelle, Homer J. &
Marianna P.
Simonds, Flossie M.
Sirois, George A. &
Jeanne S.





Stoddard, Dennis H. &
Gladys R.





White, Bradford A. &
Hazel A.
Watkinson, Olive R. &
Kloberg, Ethel T.


























*Wozmak, C. Francis 402 96
Wilen, Oarl G. &
Sylvia G. 180 61
Association to Protect
Mt. Monadnoek 165 60
Cohane, Simpson E. &
Burrows, Martin &
Beverly E. 314 64
Calleran, Thomas J. 111 47
Emerson, Harry S. &
Margaret R. 27 60
Girouard, Joseph 4 14
Greene, W. Ainsworth &
Florence M. 309 12
Greene, Florence 5 52
Hayes, John E. 281 52
McCarthy, John D. 5 52
Prior, Aline P. 165 60
Putnam, Lester J. &
Susan E. 33 12
Rust, Fred W. Jr. 215 28
Saari, Wilpar E. 27 60
Smith, Russell T. &
RuthH. 270 48
*Snow, Sally D. 187 68
Stratton, G. Francis &
Dorothy N. 149 04
Strong, Charles P. 16 56
Thrasher, Frank A. &
Marcia 5 52
Wathkinson, Olive R. &
Ethel T. Kloberg 132 48
*Woodbury, Sydney 209 76
Uncollected Total $23,591 58
Paid in full after close of fiscal year.
Partial payment received after close of fiscal year.
UNPAID SEWER RENTALS
LEVY OF 1955
Beauvais, Charles G. $5 00
Belletete, Nora 17 00
Cheshire Oil Co. 10 00
*Courchene, Leonard 5 00
Dedo, Mario R. 15 00
Hautanen, Arthur 5 00
Kelley, David 5 00
LaFleur, Prank Heirs 5 00
Lindsay, Walter Heirs 19 00
McDonald, Ora 5 00
Murray, Louis E. 5 00
O'Brien, Joseph P. 5 00
Pierce, Maud- V. 5 00
Perry, Dana D. Jr. 5 00
Ramsey, Wilfred L. 5 00
Robicbaud, Maxime Heirs 9 00
Stoddard, Dennis H. 5 00
*Wozmak, C. Francis 5 00










UNPAID TAXES FROM PREVIOUS YEARS












Total Uncollected Taxes $567 42 $2 00
S denotes unpaid Sewer Rentals for 1953
$21 10








Total Uncollected Head Taxes $15 00




































J7 00 Bioomhower, Maurice 5 00
7 00 B'oomhower, Viola 7 00
7 00 Bosley, Alton 7 00
7 00 Bourdon, Antionette M. 7 00
5 00 Bourdon, Henry J. 5 00
7 00 Bourdrieau, Albert E. 7 00
7 00 Bourdrieau, Rita 7 00
5 00 *Burnham, Lawrence 5 CO
5 00 *Burnham, Rosamond E. 5 00
5 00 Butler, Donald J. 5 00
7 00 Butler, Mary 7 00
7 00 Caldwell, Hazel G. 7 00
7 00 Caldwell, Thomas A. 7 00
7 00 *Campbell, Germaine 7 00
7 00 *Campbell, Warren E. 5 00
7 00 Oaron, Barbara A. 7 00
7 00 Caron, Romeo J. 5 00
5 00 Carpenter, Frederick 5 00
7 00 Carpenter, Herbert 7 00
7 00 Chamberlain, Lloyd O. 7 00
7 00 Chamberlain, Mary 7 00
7 00 Charlonne, Francis R. 7 00
7 00 'Charlonne, Homer 7 00
7 00 Charlonne, Pauline 7 00
5 00 Christian, Joseph H. 7 00
7 00 Christian, Gabrieile M. 7 00
7 00 Christian, Reney 5 00
7 00 Clapp, Muriel L. 7 00
7 00 Colby, Margaret 7 00
7 00 Colby, Robert 5 00
5 00 Connor, Lydia 7 00




























































7 00 Garfield, John T. 7 00
7 00 Garfield, Ralph M. 5 00
7 00 Garfield, Ro 7 00
7 00 Garfield, Roger 7 00
7 00 Gobeil, Rita M. 5 00
7 00 Gordon, Donald 5 00
5 CO Greene, Don-aid 7 00
7 00 Greene, Carolyn 7 00
7 00 Greenwood, Matilda 5 00
5 00 Greenwood, Richard 5 00
7 00 Grenier, Maurice 5 00
7 00 Guay, Mabel 7 00
7 00 Harling, Betty A. 7 00
7 00 Harling, David- H. 5 00
7 00 Hautanen, Arthur A. 5 00
5 00 Hautanen, Dorothy 7 00
5 00 Hebert, Mary A. 7 00
5 00 Hebert, Verde W. 7 00
5 00 Heinonen, John- A, 7 00
7 00 Haman, Nellie A. 7 00
5 00 Hunt, Blanche M. 7 00
7 00 Hunt, Francis- J. 5 00
5 00 Jackson, Gladys D. 7 00
7 00 Johnston, Anita M. 7 00
7 00 Johnston, Howard 5 00
7 00 Kersevick, Olivette 7 00
7 00 Kulish, Aino J. 7 00
7 00 LaBrie, Arlenne 7 00
7 00 LaBrie, Robert J. 7 00
5 00 LaFortune, Doris M. 7 00
7 00 LaFortune, Leon R. 5 00
7 00 LaFreniere, John A. 5 00
7 00 LaFreniere, Theodora 7 00
7 00 Lagasse, Lillian 7 00
5 00 Lagasse, Raymond 7 00
7 00 LaPlante, Clyde 5 00
5 00 LaPlante, lone 7 00
7 00 Laraway, Joan 7 00
5 00 Laraway, Marvin 5 00
7 00 LaSell, Bettina M. 7 00
7 00 LaiSell, Perry 5 00
7 00 LaViolette, Florence H. 7 00
7 00 LaViolette, Lawrence 7 00
7 00 Leavitt, Federick D. 5 00
5 00 Leavitt, Rosalie D. 7 00
7 00 Letourneau, Ida M. 7 00
7 00 Letourneau, Lincoln 5 00
5 00 Letourneau, Marjorie O. 7 00
7 00 Letourneau, Mary Louise 7 00
5 00 Letourneau, Mary Lou H. 7 00
5 00 Letourneau, Norman 5 00
7 00 Letourneau, Raymond 5 00
7 00 Lindgren, Alice 7 00
7 00 Lynaugh, Laura E. 7 00
5 00 M-acDonald, Anita 5 00
7 00 MacDonald, Chester 5 00
5 00 Mac-key, Arthur J. 7 00


























































Record, Lewis S. Jr.
*Rickter. Harland O.
7 00 *Rickter, Lenora M. 7 00
7 00 Rivers, Claire 7 00
7 00 Robbins, Suzanne 7 00
7 00 Roberts, James W. 7 00
5 00 Roberts, Mary R. 7 00
7 00 *Robichaud, Arthur E. 7 00
5 00 Robichaud, Cecelia L. 7 00
7 00 *Robichaud, Mabel 7 00
7 00 Robichaud, Maxime Jr. 7 00
7 00 Rocheleau, Amy M. 7 00
5 00 Ryan, Richard F. 7 00
7 00 Sasner, Bertha E. 7 00
7 00 Sasner, Edward 5 00
7 00 Sawtelle, Marianne P. 7 00
7 00 Sawtelle, Homer J. 7 00
7 00 Sawyer, William F. 7 00
5 00 Schaffner, Frederick 5 00
7 00 Schaffner, Harriet H. 7 00
7 00 Scribner, Ernest R. 5 00
5 00 Scribner, Lorraine R. 7 00
7 00 Simonds, Flossie 7 00
7 00 Sirois, Alice L. 7 00
7 00 Sirois, Ferdinand 7 00
7 00 Sirois, George A. 5 00
7 00 Sirois, Jeanne S. 5 00
7 00 Sirois, Joan S. 7 00
7 00 Sirois, Walter G. 7 00
7 00 Smith, Ruth L. 7 00
7 00 Smith, Winifred M. 7 00
5 00 Snell, Clifford F. 5 00
7 00 Snell, Constance 7 00
7 00 Snow, Arthur 5 00
7 00 Snow, Mary Elizabeth 7 00
7 00 *Sorel, Franklin K. 5 00
7 00 *Sorel, Rhea C. 7 00
7 00 Spencer, Elsie K. 7 00
7 00 Spencer, Maurice L. 7 00
7 00 Stewart, Marion W. 7 00
7 00 Stewart, William W. 7 00
7 00 Stoddard, Dennis H. 7 00
7 00 Stoddard, Gladys R. 7 00
7 00 St. Pierre, Albert 7 00
7 00 St. Pierre, Jacqueline B. 7 00
7 00 St. Pierre, Jeannette 7 00
7 00 Sullivan, James A. 5 00
7 00 Sullivan, Rosamond M. 7 00
7 00 Sweeney, Bertha F. 7 00
7 00 Sweeney, Lawrence E. 7 00
5 00 Symonowicz, Lillian B. 7 00
5 00 Symonowicz, Michael J. 7 00
7 00 *Tremblay, Joseph 5 00
7 00 Turner, Phyllis 7 00
5 00 Varville, Roger 5 00
7 00 Walkonen, Kauko 5 00
5 00 Whipple, Anna 7 00
7 00 White, Bradford A. 5 00
5 00 White, Elizabeth A. J. 7 00
5 00 White, Hazel A. 7 00
30
White, Gordon R. 5 00 Wooster, Wallace B. 7 00
Whitney, Harry Jr. 7 00
Whitney, Marion G. 7 00
Wilson, Ida M. 7 00 Total uncollected head
Wooster, Blanche 7 00 and poll taxes $1,992 00
* Paid after close of fiscal year.
"I hereby certify that the foregoing' lists showing the names and
amount due from each delinquent taxpayer, as of December 31, 1955, is
correct to the best of my knowledge and belief."
RAYMOND J. DESMARAIS,
Tax Collector.
[REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
For year ending December 31, 1955
Balance on hand December 31, 1954
Receipts:
Received from Treasurer, State of New Hampshire:
Reimbursement for loss of taxes on public lands, 1955
Reimbursement for bounties paid out in 1954
Reimbursement for bounties paid out in 1955
Reimbursement for V2 cost of forest fires
Reimbursement for cost of fire training meeting
Reimbursement for 1955 TRA Payroll
Interest and Dividends Tax
Savings Bank Tax
Railroad: Tax
Reimbursement for loss of taxes on growing wood and
timber
Printing Head Tax forms




Interest on 1954 Taxes
1954 Head Taxes
Penalties on 1954 Head Taxes
1953 Property Taxes
Interest on 1953 Taxes
1953 Poll Taxes
1953 Property Taxes Redeemed
Reimbursement per State Tax Commission Audit
Received from Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax Collector:
1955 Poll Taxes
1955 Bank Stock Taxes
1955 Property Taxes
Interest on 1955 Taxes
1955 Timber Yield Taxes
1955 Head Taxes
Penalties on 1955 Head Taxes
1954 Poll Taxes
1954 Property Taxes




































1954 Timber Yield Taxes
1954 Head Taxes
Penalties on 1954 Head Taxes
1953 Poll Taxes
1953 Property Taxes




1951 Property Taxes Redeemed
1949 Poll Taxes
Previous Years' Poll Taxes
1952 Property Taxes Redeemed
Interest on 1953 and Previous Year's Taxes
1954 Taxes Redeemed and Interest
Small Claims Courts Pees Refunded
Received from Henry J. Belletete, Highway Agent:
Use of Equipment, labor, Tarring Drives, Etc.,
1954-1955 Snow Removal
1955-1956 Snow Removal
Received from Lucien E. Vigneault, Overseer of the Poor:
County of Cheshire, care of Lily Dyson
County of Cheshire, aid to Franklin Sorel






Received from Lucien E. Vigneault, Chief of Police:
1955 Bicycle Registrations
Telephone Calls
J. Crocker Metal Company, sale of old cells
Received from Jason C. Sawyer, Justice of Municipal Court:
Balance of Municipal Court Account of 1955













































W. W. Cross & Co.













Park Theater, Theater License
Beeres and Barnes, Circus License
Edward B Capian, Junk License
Joseph Crocker, Junk License








Dr. C. P. Wozrwak, 1850 Map of Jaffrey
WiHiam A. Major, (2) 1850 Map of Jaffrey
Union Pacific Railroad, Dividends
Conant Cemetery Trustees, Interest and: Dividends
Ralph E. Boynton, Use of Pump
Edwin G. Bernstein, Cost of Fire
Joseph C. Lambert, Recharge Fire Extinguisher
Woodbound Inn, Recharge Fire Extinguisher
Jaffrey Public Library, Librarian Retirement Contributions
Monadnock National Bank, Temporary Loan
Jaffrey Outing Club, Bath House Receipts
Town of Rindge, Guarding Prisoner
Frederick S. Richardson, Map of Jaffrey
Philip C. Tremblay, Reimbursement of telephone calls
Jaffrey Water Works, Employee Retirement contributions
Jaffrey Water Works, Reimbursement Whitcornb Case
Jaffrey Town Office Building Committee, Reimbursement for
accounts paid by Town
Town of Jaffrey Sewer Fund, Reimbursement for accounts
paid for by Town
Less 1954 Orders paid in 1955
Less 1955 Orders paid
Less 1955 Outstanding Orders
Balance after all orders are paid
Total Orders issued in 1955
* These receipts deposited to Town of Jaffrey General Funds, but











































TOWN OF JAFFREY SEWER FUND
Year ending December 31, 1955
Balance on Hand, December 31, 1954 $897 94
Receipts:
Town of Jaffrey $195 CO
Reimbursement for deposits to Town of
Jaffrej General Funds as follows:
Katherine R. Christian, Tax Collector:
1954 Sewer Rentals $35 00
Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax Collector:
1954 Sewer Rentals 10 00
Sewer Entrance Fees:
Joseph Crocker 25 00
Donald LaFosse 25 00
Albert J. Marin' 25 00
Charles Blanchette 25 00
Tracy Wilder 25 00




Raymond J. Desmtarais, Tax Collector:
1954 Sewer Rentals $122 00
1955 Sewer Rentals 1,684 35
Trustees of Trust Funds, Sewer Bonds
Total Receipts $9,801 35
$10,699 29
Expenditures:
Lionel Letourneau, Overassessment on sewer $ 6 35
Town of Jaffrey General Funds, reimbursement
as follows: 6,826 51
Sewer Maintenance
Hemy J. Belletete, payroll
Goodnow Bros Co., supplies
The Director of Int. Rev.





Henry J. Belletete, payroll $4,027 59








Henry J. Belletete, payroll $1,591 00
Total Expenditures $6,832 86
Cash on Hand, December 31, 1955 $3,866 43
ALBERT J. MORIN,
Town Treasurer
TOWN TREASURER'S REPORT OF FUNDS
Conant Indigent Fund
Receipts:
Union Pacific Railroad Stock, Dividends $44 00
Monadnock Savings Bank, Interest 115 39
$159 39
This Fund consists of:
Union Pacific Railroad pfd. stock, 22 shares,
Certificate No. 014029 $1,100 00




DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
General Government
DETAIL NO. 1—Town Officers Salaries
Selectmen
:
Lester F. Hammond $635 75
Ralph E. Boynton 639 50
J. Oren Belletete 635 85
Town Clerk:
George H. Duncan, salary 100 00
George H. Duncan, issuing auto permits 891 00
George H. Duncan, drawing jurors 9 00
Town Treasurer:
Albert J. Morin 150 00
Tax Collector:
Katherine R. Christian 21 45
Raymond J. Desmiarais 1,880 51
Overseer of the Poor:
Lucien E. Vigneault 260 30
Health Officer:
Alphe L. Lamothe 85 00
Auditors.
Anne B. Gordon 50 00
Paul J. Kidder 50 00






Trustees of Trust Funds:
Randyl P. Cournoyer, secretary
Tree Warden:
Charles E. Chamberlain
State of New Hampshire Employees
Retirement Fund








DETAIL NO. 2—Town Officers Expenses
Office Supplies:
Sentinel Printing Company, stationery
Chase's, office supplies
B. L. Makepeace, graph paper
Village Card Shop, office supplies
Postage:










The Director of Internal Revenue
Expenses
:
Association of N.H. Assessors, dues
Sentinel Printing Co., printing town reports and
tax invoices
Goodnow Bros. Co., supplies
The Jaffrey Recorder, notices
State Plan. & Dev. Comm., Aerial photos
Secretary of State, Revised Laws and Fee
J. Oren Belletete, Tax Meeting, Swanzey, N.H.
Cournoyer Ins. Agency, Town officers bonds
Monadnocx National Bank, Safe deposit bx
Monadnock Ins. Agency, Town officers bonds
D. Reed Chaplin, transfer cards & tax notices
Esther Bennett, deceased property owners list
George H. Duncan, Town clerk's expenses
Sargent Bros., Tax forms and postage
Alice E. E. Lehtinen, 1954 Comm. Town Histories
Alice E. E. Lethinen, 1955 Comm. Town Histories
Richard M. Pratt, taking poll and dog census
Brown & Saltrnarsh, Tax collector forms
































Div. of Municipal Aootg, State of N.H., audit 94 15
Edmund; Bibeau, mending chairs 5 75
James Band, -. 3 75
Jaffrey Municipal Court, Small Claims Court fees 39 60
Oarswell-Hawthorne, decorating reviewing stand 5 00
Elie Belletete & Sons, supplies 16 00
Sawyer Printing Co., printing tax cards 70 00
Raymond J. Desmarais, Tax collector expenses 128 87
Charles R. Hardy, Town Clerk dues 2 00
Railway Express Agency, express charges 1 80
Elwin DeBell, damage to oar 3 00
Delpbis P. Robidoux, trucking 27 81
Elmer H. Eaves, framing aerial photos 56 95
















DETAIL NO. 3—Election and Registration
Transcript Printing Company, ballots
Elmer H. Eaves, bulletin board
James Baird, janitor service
George A. Hart, Jr., ballot clerk
Myrtle J. Hazleton, ballot clerk
James H. Fitzgerald, ballot clerk
Emma M. Langevin, ballot clerk
Omelina s. "Wheeler, ballot clerk
Alice K. Duncan, ballot clerk
Simone Robare
Harold E. Davis, election lunches
Nelson W. Gill, supervisor of checklist
Ray E. Miatthews, supervisor of checklist
Sadye O. Matthews, supervisor of checklist
Jason C. Sawyer, moderator
DETAIL NO. 4—Municipal Court
Lucien E. Vigneault, car expense
Dr. F. W. Sterling, blood tests
Peter R. Cunningham, M.D.
J. D. MacAllister, M. D.
Wallace D. Bradway, clerk, salary
Jason C. Sawyer, justice, salary
Smith and Thoin, judge's bench
DETAIL NO. 5—Town Hall and Other Buildings
Elmer H. Eaves, care of clocks
William Belletete, painting
Bernard's Hardware, keys
Goodnow Bros, Co., cleaning supplies
Edmund Bibeau, janitor service
Smith & Thoin, carpenter work




















PROTECTION OF PERSONS AND PROPERTY
DETAIL NO. 6—Police Department
Lucien E. Vigneault, Chief, salary
Charles J. McCabe, Jr. Night officer, salary
Robert P. Bunce, special police
Alfred Casitaw, special police
Horace.; A. Deschenes, special police
Nelson W. Gill, special police
John G. Heil, special police
Arthur Hunt, special police
Amadice Jalbert, special police
Leon Jackson, special police
Eugene Kenney, special police
John LaFreniere, special police
Alphe L. Lamiothe, special police
Lloyd Wellington, special police
Joan Sirois, police matron
N.H. Police Retirement Board, Employee
contributions
State of New Hampshire, Employees
Retirement Fund
The Director of Internal Revenue
Lucien E. Vigneault, expenses
M's Texaco Service, cruiser maintenance
Lessard's Market, supplies
Boutwell's Garage, cruiser maintenance
Murray's Luncheonette, feeding prisoners
Wade Motor Sales, Inc., cruiser maintenance
United Auto Supply Co., supplies
Albert J. Pomponio, cruiser maintenance
George H. Duncan, jail rental
George H. Duncan, office supplies
Charles E. Sawyer, printing forms
Edmund Bibeau, janitor service
M. Linsky & Bros., police clothing
Postmaster, E. Jaffrey, N.H., postage
Chase's, office supplies
Village Card Shop, office supplies
Elie Belletete & Sons, supplies
Belmont Supply Company, police supplies
Hackler Motor Sales, cruiser maintenance
Moore s Service Station, cruiser maintenance
Forcier's Service Station, cruiser maintenance
Don's Sunco Station, cruiser maintenance
N.H. Fire & Safety Equipment Co., supplies
Bernard's Hardware, supplies
Paul Devlin, cruiser maintenance
Coil's Radio Shop, cruiser radio repairs
Red's Texaco Station, cruiser maintenance
Goodnow Eros. Co., supplies
A. W. Peters, gasoline for cruiser
DETAIL NO. 7—Fire Department
Samuel Labor, labor
T. H. & E. J. Bergeron





















































Butler Oil Company, fuel for building 596 98
Paul Devlin, Steward 1954 .. 43 20
The Director of Internal Revenue 293 85
Blanchard Associate©, supplies 16 00
United Auto Company, supplies 63 76
EHie Belletete and1 Sons, supplies 154 67
George A. Sirois, electrical work 225' 17
D. D. Bean & Sons, supplies 10 35
Evans & Devlin, plumbing 176 45
State of N.H. Employees retirement fund 9 42
Penn-Hampshire Oil Co., oil 14 52
NB. Welding' Supply Co. 7 40
Army & Navy Stores, Firemen equipment 100 00
Hackler Motor Sales, Maintenance of equipment 13 04
Wade Motor Sales, Inc., maintenance of equipment 7 06
Philip C. Tremblay, firemen payroll 233 04
Philip C. Tremblay, dues land expenses 42 50
Smith and Thoin, carpenter work 4 50
John G. Heil, Oil burner installation 175 00
Goodnow Bros. Co., supplies 6 05
Delphis P. Robidoux trucking 7 21
Forcier's Service Station, maintenance of equipment 1 80
Boutwell's Garage, maintenance of equipment 18 77
Ray Moore Motors, maintenance of equipment 20 00
Moore's Service Station, maintenance of equipment 29 64
N. H. Fire & Safety Equipment Co.,
Cornm, supplies 121 45
James A. Coffin, oomm. supplies 68 00
F. Mei & Co., plumbing 30 94
Elite Laundry, cleaning blinds 2 30
Philip A. Tremblay, labor 26 00
Rose LaPlante. cleaning blinds 21 25
Symcns Paper Company, supplies 45 62
Blphege Caron, painting 27 75
Atlantic Refining Company, gasoline 25 33
Farrar Company, comma., supplies 69 50
Nite-Glo Reflectoring Co., supplies 6 00
R. C. Woodman 7 00
Paul Leach, repairs to truck 100 00
Roland Pillsbury 5 40
Samuel LaFreniere, fireman payroll 36 00
Hope Rubber Co., Inc., hose 563 50
Ralph I. Baldwin, printing 23 25
1955 Payroll 1,650 95
Fire Alarm Maintenance
Wilfred Boudrieau, maintenance and- supples $325 52
$325 52
Red Network












Lester F. Hammond, bounties paid out
J. Oren Belletete, bounties paid out
Albert J. Morin, bounties paid out
DETAIL NO. 10—Damages by Dogs
Goodnow Bros. Co., dog constable supplies $2 00
Bernard's Hardware, dog constable supplies 1 20
Paul Devlin, dog constable 108 90










DETAIL NO. 11—Health Department
Henry J. Belletete, payroll. "Cleanup Day" $41 60
E. & R. Print Shop, forms for Health Officer 4 85
DETAIL NO. 12—Vital Statistics
George H. Duncan, Town Clerk $92 75
*DETAIL NO. 13—Sewer Maintenance
Goodnow Bros. Co., supplies $6 50
Henry J. Belletete, payroll 1,085 12
The Director of Internal Revenue 32 50
J. Oren Belletete, shovel 18 00
*Town of Jaffrey General Funds Reimbursed from
Town of Jaffrey Sewer Fund for this account.
HIGHWAYS AND BRIDGES
DETAIL NO. 14—Highway Maintenance
Summer
:
Henry J. Belletete, payroll $9,982 64
State of NJH. Employment Retirement Fund 38 09
The Director of Internal Revenue 302 40
Winter:
Henry J. Belletete, payroll $15,288 11
The Director of Internal Revenue 751 80










Henry J. Belletete, payroll $7,638 25
Trimount Bituminous Products, tar products 5,443 03
Koppers Company, Inc., tar products 1,602 33
The Director of Internal Revenue 345 30
State of New Hampshire, employees
Retirement Fund 26 37
$14,785 28
DETAIL NO. 16—Town Road Aid Construction
Henry J. Belletete, payroll $1,316 95
The Director of Internal Revenue 99 60
DETAIL NO. 17—Street Lighting and Telephone
New Hampshire Electric Company,
street lighting $4,912 56
N. E. Tel. and Tel. Co., telephone service 1,417 08
Wilfred Boudrieau, police light 74 50
$6,404 14
Christmas Lighting:
New Hampshire Electric Co. $38 00
Wilfred Boudrieau 353 19
$391 19
Town Clock Lighting:
Wilfred Boudrieau, installation & maintenance $28 15
New Hampshire Electric Co., electricity 61 33
$89 48
DETAIL NO. 18—General Highway Expense
Henry J. Belletete, payroll
State of 1m.H., painting lines
Chase's office supplies
Goodnow Bros. Co., supplies
H. P. Welch Co., express charges
The Hunt Company, parking signs
The Director of Internal Revenue
PUBLIC DUMP
DETAIL NO. 19—Public Dump
Albert Baker, caretaker $575 00
Albert Baker, signs 2 00
Norman A. ©aveall, caretaker 725 00









DETAIL NO. 20—Public Library
Lyman Merrill, janitor service $125 50






Gooclriow Bros. CO., supplies
Evans & Devlin, repairs to furnace
Wilfred Boudrieau, electrical work
Wilfred Boudrieau, new lighting
State of N.H. Employees Retirement Fund
Delphis P. Robidoux, trucking
Chase's, typewriter
Elie Belletete & Sons, supplies
Elmei H, Eaves, carpenter work
PUBLIC WELFARE
DETAIL NO. 21—Town Poor
Lucien E. Vigneault, Overseer of the Por $5,050 00












DETAIL NO. 22—Memorial Day Committee
Memorial Day Committee $400 00
RECREATION
DETAIL NO. 23—Bathing Beach
Elie Belletete & Sons, supplies
Henry P. Burns, wages
Jacqueline St. Pierre, wages
Clifton Goulet, wages
The Director of Internal Revenue
Edmund Bibeau, labor
Wilfred Boudrieau, electrical work
Smith and Thoin, repairs to raft
John A. Crawford, lettering signs
Goodnow Bros. Co., supplies
Henry J. Belletete, payroll
DETAIL NO. 24—Humoston Field
Coil's Radio Shop, repairs to sound equipment
Samuel Stratton, labor
Wilfred Boudrieau, electrical work
Elie Belletete & Sons, supplies
Wilfred Blais, labor
Ferdinand Sirois, labor
Norman A. Saveall, labor
Edward Sasner, labor
Joseph Vincent, labor
United Auto Supply Co., supplies
Goodnow Bros. Co., supplies
J. Oren Belletete, shovel

































DETAIL NO 25—Parks and! Playgrounds
Goodnow Bros. Co., supplies $12 10
The Ark, Inc., mowing common at Center 31 20
Edmund Bibeau, labor 40 80
Leo G. Desehenes, sawing tree 12 00
Charles E. Chamberlain, mower sharpened 2 00
David H. Harling, labor at Shattuck Park 26 65
The Director of Internal] Revenue 6 20
CEMETERIES
DETAIL NO. 26—Cemeteries
Ralph D. Harling, labor $2,860 00
Ralph D. Harling, truck expense 9 45
Gerald Harling, labor 310 95
George Harling, labor 94 00
Richard Butler, labor 118 80
Emile LaFleur, labor 108 00
Goodnow Bros. Co., supplies 26 09
Boutwell's Garage, truck maintenance and gasoline 60 53
Elie Belletete & Sons, supplies 49 95
Jaffrey Water Works, water service repairs 45 40
H. Giirnore Co., supplies 7 70
Alfred Bernier, painting fence 808 00
Charles E. Chamberlain, labor Cutter Cemetery 10 00
UNCLASSIFIED
DETAIL NO. 27—Water Utilities
Jaffrey Water Works, water service $67 50
DETAIL NO. 28—Damages and Legal Expenses
Harry O, Adelia F. Whitoomb and Arthur Olson
Jr., settlement $1,000 00
Evans & Devlin, water damage to L. Vanni property 62 50
Wilfred Boudrieau, water damage to Vanni property 15 00
Harry C. Lichman, legal opinions 20 00
Charles J- Contas, Clerk of (Superior Court 2 50
Walter Gentsch & William Tribble, legal counsel 1,350 00
Walter Gentsch, legal counsel 210 00
Dr. A. B. Howard, Shaw examination 5 00
Dr. G. W. Dunn, Shaw examination 5 CO
Dr. S. Lund, Shaw examination 5 00
Lawrence J. Walsh, making out deed 5 00
Carolyn Magoun, reward 150 00
Irma Royce, reward 150 00
Leon Jackson, photos of high school road 10 00
DETAIL NO. 29—Taxes bought by Town








Charles Jurva, Overassessmenit on livestock
Queen of Peace Seminary, Refund on 1954 Taxes
Joseph Richardsoni, Poll & Head Tax
refund (Over 70)
Jaffrey Veterans, Inc., Town Tax Refund (Amb.)
Andrew J. Bussiere, Refund on Mills & Machy.







DETAIL NO. 31—Regional Dues
Monadnock Region Association, 1955 Dues $546 00
DETAIL NO. 32—Employees Retirement Fund
State of New Hampshire Employees
Retirement fund $1,139 11
N. H. Police Retirement Board 229 50
DETAIL NO. 33—Civil Defense
Town of Rindge, N.H., Civil Defense expense $6 00
Homer J. Forcier, Postmaster, postage 7 20
DETAIL NO. 34—Miscellaneous
Goodnow Bros. Co., Cleaning supplies, town offices $13 65
A. M. Deschenes, fuel for Town Offices 192 78
Jaffrey Wc-mens Club, refund on electricity 11 00
Carl Hermanson, snow removal refund 7 00
J. F. W. Dorman, bicycle registration plates 48 98
Anne B. Gordon, snow removal refund 7 00
Town of Jaffrey Sewer Fund, reimbursement for
receipts paid to Town 195 00
DETAIL NO. 35—Interest
Trustees of Trust Funds, interest on
fire alarm bonds $300 00
Monadnock National Bank, interest
on temp, loans 431 45
DETAIL NO. 36—Veterans Memorial Plaques
Philip D. Yon, Bronze markers for cemeteries $722 30
NFW CONSTRUCTION AND IMPROVEMENTS
DETAIL NO. 37—Sidewalk Construction
Main Street:
Henry J. Belletete, payroll $2,941 56
The Director of internal Revenue 109 00











Henry J. Belletete, payroll $593 85
The Director of Internal Revenue 31 80
P. J. Keating, blacktop 478 69
$1,104 34
DETAIL NO. 38—Sewer Construction
Howard Hill Road:
Henry J. Belletete, payroll $4,027 59
The Director of Internal Revenue 65 80
$4,093 39
Grove Street:
Henry J. Belletete, payroll $1,591 00
$1,591 00
*Town of Jaffrey General Funds reimbursed for this
account from Town of Jaffrey Sewer Fund.
LAND AND BUILDINGS
DETAIL NO. 39—Fire Station Addition
T. H. & E. J. Bergeron, contractors $5,600 00
Fred J. Butler, Sr., land 200' 00
D. Reed Chaplin, surveying 79 30
DETAIL NO. 40—Town Office Building
Henry J. Belletete, office building $1,190 67
Goodnow Bros, Co., supplies 35 91
The Director of Internal Revenue 31 90
State of N.H. Employees Retirement Fund 2 93
*Town of Jaffrey General Fund's reimbursed for this
account from Town Office Building Fund
NEW EQUIPMENT
DETAIL NO. 41—Road Grader





DETAIL NO. 42—Town Office Building Furn. & Equip.
Chase's, adding machine $263 50
Contract Sales, Inc., furniture 1,680 06
F. Mei & Co., plumbing fixtures 210 70
Goodnow Bros. Co., shades 80 25
$11,500 00
DETAIL NO. 43—Temporary Loans




PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS
DETAIL NO. 44-^State of New Hampshire
Treasurer, State of NJL, 1954 Head Tax $2 236 20
Treasurer. State of N.H., 1955 Head Tax 4,150 00
Treasurer State of N.H., TRA 962 29
DETAIL NO. 45—County Tax
Treasurer. Cheshire County, County tax $16,213 50
DETAIL NO. 46—Town of Rindge, N.H.
Tax Collector, Town of Rindge, N.H., Bullet
Pond Land taxes $115 64
DETAIL NO. 47—Conant Indigent Fund
Monadnock National Bank, Deposit of dividends $44 00
DETAIL NO. 48—Trustees of Trust Funds
Trustees of Trust Funds, Fire Alarm Bond $5,000 00
SCHOOL DISTRICT
DETAIL NO. 49—Schools







Total Disbursements $420,231 F3
REPORT OF HENRY J. RELLETETE, HIGHWAY AGENT
Receipts From Highway Department
Received for use of Grader:



































State of NH. 39 00
Sterling, Franklin 321 00
$769 88
Received, for use of town truck:
Jaffrey School District $75 60
Received for use of snow loader:
W. W. Cross & Co. $107 50
Plowing driveways:
1955-56 $982 00










Eddy, A. B., labor
Pelch, Clyde, salt
Penerty, R„ S., calcium
Fernandas, Manuel, salt
Ford, Elmer, salt












Police Dept., gas & oil
Sawyer, David, salt
Sawyer, Rosooe, salt




State of NJi'., sand'
Thoin, Roland, calcium






































































































Paid Treasurer $5,754 41
Town Office Building
Belletete, Henry, agent $86 37
Belletete, Henry, compressor 6 38
Belletete, Henry, roller 5 00
Belletete, Henry, shovel 56 00
Belletete, Henry, truck 176 75
Belletete, Oren, shovel 27 00
Cota, Paul., labor 28 70
Guay, Francis, -labor 37 95
Harper, Lawrence, labor 10 85
Heinonen, John, labor 37 25
Keating, P. J., asphalt 31 88
Keene Sand & Gravel, loam 96 25
Leavitt, Frederick, labor 69 55
Ojala, Robert, labor 95 35
Ojala, William, labor 107 85
Plant, Henry, labor 16 10
Swenson Granite Co., curbing 129 74
Taylor, Lloyd, labor 151 75
Turner, Raymond, labor 14 95
































Baldwin, Godlrey, labor $28 70
Belletete. Elie, supplies 39 06
Belletete, Henry, agent 34 50
Blair, William, labor 28 70
LeClair, Albert, labor 13 80
Monadnock Bank, printed checks 7 35
Welch, H. P., express 7 01
Sidewalk
Main Street
Baldwin, Godfrey, labor $67 63
Belletete, Henry, agent 166 73
Belletete, Henry, compressor 22 75
Belletete, Henry, roller 60 00
Belletete, Henry, shovel 192 00
Belletete, Henry, trucks 287 00
Cota, Paul, labor 16 45
Guay, Francis, labor 69 01
Harper, Lawrence, labor 97 56
Leavitt, Frederick, labor 23 35
LeClair, Albert, labor 23 00
Ojala, William labor 183 68
Plant, Henry, labor 52 30
Taylor, Iioyd labor 79 35
Turner, Harold, labor 21 18

































































































































































































REPORT OF HENRY J. 'BELLETETE, HIGHWAY AGENT
Sanding and Snovr Removal
January 1, 1955—December 31, 1955
Ascani, Severino labor $134 55
Bacon, Charles, tractor 161 10
51
Baldwin, Godfrey, labor 203 45
Belletete, Henry, agent 1,031 92
Belletete, Henry, compressor 33 00
Belletete, Henry, shovel 288 00
Belletete, Henry, tractor 181 50
Belletete, Henry, truck 1,830 50
Belletete, Henry, truck 1,348 25
Bernier, Octave, truck 71 75
Blair, Mail ion, labor 43 23
Blair, William, labor 594 09
Butler, Carl, truck 120 75
Clapp, Fred, labor 28 75
Clapp, Richard, labor 28 75
Cota, Paul, labor 102 40
Cutter, Edwin, labor 22 43
Desrosiers, Roland, truck 356 58
Doten, Howard, labor 281 66
Gagman, Andre, labor 625 50
Harper, Lawrence, labor 666 36
Heinonen, John labor 116 95
Jackson, Kenneth, labor 25 25
LeClair, Albeit, labor 271 10
Merrill, Alfred, labor 20 70
Ojala, Robert, labor 65 55
Oiala, William, labor 1,112 30
Plant, Henry, Labor 66 40
Roy, Raymond, truck 297 20
Sawyer, Donald, labor 10 35
Sawyer, Jason, truck 124 25
Taylor, Lloyd, labor 148 93
Turner, Harold, labor 890 74
Turner, Raymond, labor 657 52




Barrett Equipment, Inc. $600 00
Belletete, Elie 16 32
Bernard's Hardware 5 72
Boutwell's Garage 1 56
Butler Oil Co. 213 77
Folsom, Charles 7 00
Pox Auto Parts 10 89
Goodnow Bros Co. 25 36
Goodyear Service Stores 63 48
Hackler Motor Sales 4 70
Hazelton, R. C. 317 88
Heil, John 47 00
International Salt Co. 1,632 00
Mei, P. 50
Moore's Service Station 1 49
Perkins, M. S. 21 80
Peters, A W. 200 76
Ray Moore Motors 96








REPORT OOF HENRY J. BELLETETE, HIGHWAY AGENT














































































REPORT OF HENRY J. BELLETETE, HIGHWAY AGENT
Year Ending: December 31, 1955




































































































Treasurer State of NJH. 171 19
Wade Motor Sales ,. 77 15
$4,450 04
$9,982 64
REPORT OF POLICE DEPARTMENT
Jaffrey, New Hampshire
January 9, 1956
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen:
The Chief of Police herewith submits his annual report for the
year 1955.
Of the 417 complaints investigated by the department, 93 involved
juveniles. Twelve juveniles were brought in before the Juvenile Court
during the year comparing to two in 1954.
Two new Special officers were named during the year. Eugene Kenney
and Mrs. Joan Sirois. Mrs. Sirois is the police Matron.
REPORT OF REVENUE TO TOWN TREASURER
Bicycle Registrations $53 00
Joseph Crocker, sale of old cells 12 48
Out of town telephone calls (prisoners) 3 50
$68 98
OFFENSES FOR WHICH ARRESTS WERE MADE
AGAINST THE PERSON
Assault and Battery 2
Assault with intent to kill 1
AGAINST PUBLIC ORDER
Carrying Concealed Weapon 1
Disorderly Person 1
Drunkeness 24
Fugitive from Justice 1
Neglect of family, Non-support 2
AGAINST PROPERTY
Breaking, entering and larceny 4
Larceny 7




Allowing improper persons to operate 1
Having loaded rifle in auto 1
Failing to keep to the right 4
Failing to give proper signal 1
Grossly careless and negligent driving 2
Leaving scene of an accident 2
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Misuse of registration plates 1
Operating auto with defective brakes 2
Operating auto without a license 5
Operating unregistered auto 1
Operating uninspected auto 7
Operating after revocation of license 1




Taking auto without owners consent 1
Yellow line violation 12
OTHERS
83







WARNINGS GIVEN FOR MOTOR VEHICLE VIOLATIONS




Yellow irne violation 3
Others 5
117
VALUE OF PROPERTY REPORTED STOLEN AND RECOVERED
Total value of property reported stolen $2,472 18














Accidental Death investigated 1
Assisted Ambulance 13
Bicycle Reported Stolen 1
Bicycle recovered 1
Buildings found open 388
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Complaints investigated 417
Emergency calls from out of town—messages delivered1 33
Fire Alarm responded to 24
First Aid rendered 1
Insanity cases handled 4
Intoxicated persons taken home 28
Lost property found—turned over to owner 13
Lost children restored 2
Missing person reported 1
Missing person found 1
Missing person from other jurisdiction picked up by Police 1
Money transfers 464
Road conditions reported.—Highway Agent notified- 21
Street Lights reported out 10
Summons served for out of town Police 8
I want to take this opportunity to express my thanks to the Board
of Selectmen, the members of the Police Department, Fire Chief Philip
C. Tremblay, State Trooper William F. Smith, Motor Vehicle Inspector
Kenneth Lysit, Municipal Court Justice Jason C. Sawyer, Associate Jus-
tice Walter H. Gentsch, Clerk of Court Wallace Bradway, Highway
Agent Henry Belletete, Town- Treasurer Albert J. Morin, the merchants





REPORT OF JAFFREY MEMORIAL COMMITTEE
The following financial report includes the work done at Conant
Cemetery in conjunction with Article 13 of the Town Warrant of 1955
as well as the minor expenses incurred at the other two cemeteries for
this same purpose.
United Auto .Supply $13 30
Goodnow Bros. Co. 38 22
Simplex Drum Corps 150 00
Ralph Baldwin 5 50
W. W. Cross & Co. 7 73
Elie Belletete & Sons 24 57
Art Novelty Co. 44 80
Arthur Coll 5 00
Martin Flag Co. 5 93
Recorder 1 50
Bronzecraft 12 75
Flower Shop 6 00
Lauraette Sawtelle 10 00
Taylor Basket Shop 1 00
F. Mei & Sons 15 28
Annett Box CO. 25 00
Henry J. Belletete 9 00
Nellie Homan 18 00




A new flag pole has been erected at the Old. Cemetery in the Centre.
The three 'bronze plaques have been put in place and the surrounding
areas have been graded and seeded. We feel the Memorial Day program
to be well under way.
We wish, at this time, to call attention to the efforts and gen-
erosity of one man in this town, who practically unassisted, built and
completed a stone retaining wall over 60 feet long for the purpose of
grading and improving the Veteran's lot at Conant Cemetery. The time
and labor for this were given freely as a gesture of friendship and' re-
spect for the veterans of Jaffrey, both living and deceased. Our heartfelt
thanks to Bill Desrosiers.
The committee feels that another problem is rapidly shaping up with
the changing of our sidewalks on Main Street. We are losing the places
for our street flags with the changing of curbstones' and the use of the
blacktop.
We recommend the purchase and installation of flags set in brackets
on the utility poles placed along Main Street. Both flags and brackets
may be removed when not in use. At the present time we would need
nine brackets and two flags to each bracket.
Approximate cost—Flag 2% x 4 ft. on
Bracket for 2 flags
Total Cost
ti % staff $6 85 ea. $123 30









REPORT OF OVERSEER OF POOR
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
Gentlemen
:
The Overseer of the Poor herewith submits his annual report for the
year 1955.
Balance on hand December 31, 1954 $83 61

























Aid to Totally Disabled (ATPD)
Old Age Assistance
Soldiers Relief, 8 cases
County of Cheshire (Surplus Foods)

























State of New Hampshire
Wilen Carl
PAID TO TOWN TREASURER
Received from County of Cheshire
Aid to lily Dyson

































Received from Town Charges:
Aid to Kenneth Jackson, Dec.
Aid to Helen Bruno
Aid to Muriel Clapp
Aid to Alice Lindgren















































ANNUAL REPORT OF THE JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY
Number of volumes on hand January 1, 1955





Number of volumes acquired1 by gift
Number of volumes discarded
Number of volumes now in the library
Number of periodicals for which the library subscribes
Number of periodicals circulated
















































REPORT OF THE TREASURER OF JAFFREY PUBLIC LIBRARY
For Year Ending: December 31, 1955
Jan. 1, 1955 Balance $1,970 48
Durant Fund 3,542 15
Joel Parker Fund 170 45
Bradley Fund 20 00
Retirement Tax Balance 69 72












ABSTRACT OF BUSINESS TRANSACTED AT THE ANNUAL TOWN
MEETING, MARCH 8, 1955
Art. 1. Election of Officers, Town Clerk, George H. Duncan; Select-
man for three years, J. Oren Belletete; Town Treasurer, Albert J. Morin;
Highway Agent, Henry J. Belletete; Chief Engineer, Fire Department,
Philip C. Tremblay; Overseer of Poor, Lucien E. Vigneault; Water Com-
missioner, three years, Robert F. Bunce; Tax Collector, Raymond J.
Desmarais; Commissioner, Humiston Park, Ferdinand V. Sirois; Auditors,
Anne B. Gordon, Paul J. Kidder, Lewis S. Record, Jr.; Trustee of Trust
Funds, Three years, Randyl P. Cournoyer.
Art. 2. Reports. It was voted that the reports as printed, except that
of the Budget Committee, -be accepted and adopted.
It was voted to accept the report of the Planning Committee as
rendered orally.
It was voted to accept the report of the Sewer Committee as rendered
orally and the committee was discharged.
It was voted to accept the report of the Town Office Building Com-
mittee as rendered orally and the Committee was continued.
It was voted to accept the report of the Horse Shed Committee as
rendered orally and the Committee was discharged.
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Art. 3. Appropriations. It was voted to raise and appropriate the
sum of $117,352.50 for the following purposes:
Town Officers' Salaries $5,600 00
Town Officers' Expenses 5,000 00
Election and Registration Expenses 300 00
Municipal Court Expenses 600 00
Expenses oi Town Hall and Buildings 450 00
Red Network 400 00
Fire Department 5,600 00
Police Department 9,800 00
Insurance 3,000 00
Civil Defense 35 00
Health Department 75 00
Vital Statistics 100 00
Town Dump 1,600 00
Tarring Roads 12,400 00
Town Maintenance (Summer) 8,000 00
Town Maintenance (Winter) 15,000 00
Street lighting & Telephone 6,600 00
General Expenses, Highway Department 1,000 00
Libraries 1,500 00
Town Poor 4,700 00
Old Age Assistance 3,300 00
Memorial Day 400 00
Humiston Field 1,000 00
Parks & Playgrounds 150 00
Water Utilities 67 50
Cemeteries 4,100 00
Bathing Beach 900 00
Damages & Legal Expenses 900 00
Employe's Retirement Fund 1,300 00
Interest on Temporary Loans 300 00
Interest on Bonds 450 00
Town Road Construction 2,000 00
Fire Alarm Bonds 5,000 00
Rindge Tax 125 00
County Tax 15.500 00
$117,352 50
Art. 4 Borrowing Money. It was voted' to authorize the selectmen to
borrow money in anticipation of taxes.
Art. 5. Equipment, Town Office Building. It was voted to raise and
appropriate $2,500.00 for furniture and equipment for the Town Office
Building.
Resolution. The following resolution was adopted: Resolved that the
Budget Committee respectfully be requested that in the future it give the
benefit of its opinion to the citizens on all articles in the warrant calling
for appropriations and that the Committee consider the advisability of
holding a public hearing in Union Hall and publish its recommendations
at least one week prior to the meeting.
Art. 15 State Road Construction. It was voted that the town raise and
appropriate the sum of $54,000.00 for the purpose of making an improve-
ment on Peterborough Street, beginning at the State-Town Compact
near the entrance to Ridgecrest Road and running southeasterly toward
Main Street; such sum to be raised through the issuance of bonds or
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notes under and in compliance with the provisions of Chapter 83, Laws of
1951, as amended by Chapter 31, Laws of 1953, and to authorize the select-
men to determine the date andi place of payment of such bonds or notes
and to determine the rate of interest thereon, and to take such steps
as may be necessary to negotiate such bonds or notes as shall be for the
interest of the Town of Jaffrey. The vote on this motion was Yes, 230;
No, none.
Art. 6. State Aid, Compact Area. It was voted that the town raise
and appropriate the sum of $5,400.00 for improvement of trunk line and
state aid roads within the compact area of the town providing the state
will conrtibute a like amount.
Art. 7 State Aid, Class V. Roads. It was voted that the town raise
and appropriate the sum of $952.29 for Town Aid on Class V roads, on
condition that the state will contribute the sum of $6,415.28.
Art. 8. Purchase of New Grader. It was voted that the town raise
and appropriate the sum of $11,500.00 for the purchase of a new grader to
replace the present Adams Grader.
Art. 9. Sidewalks. It was voted that the town raise and appropriate
the sum of $5,000.00 for construction of sidewalks on various streets of
the town, such construction and repairs to be done under the direction of
the selectmen.
Art. 10. Addition to Fire Station. It was voted to raise and appropri-
ate the sum of $5,900 for the purpose of adding to the present fire station
and repairing the roof of the same, the work to be done under the su-
pervision of the Board of Fire Engineers.
Art. 11. Monadnock Region Association. It was voted to raise and
appropriate the sum of $546.00 to the Monadnock Region Association.
Art. 12. Lighting Town Clock. It was voted to raise and appropriate
the sum of $100.00 for the expense of floodlighting the town dock in East
Jaffrey Village for one year.
Art. 13. Memorial Plaques. It was voted that the town raise and
appropriate $700.00 for three bronze memorial plaques on slant granite
to be placed in the Conant, St. Patrick's and Old Jaffrey Burying-ground
cemeteries to be in charge of the Memorial Day Committee.
Art. 14. Bathing Beach Road. It was voted that the selectmen be
instructed to arrange for the lay-out of a new section of highway
parallel to and back from the Contoocook Lake Bathing Beach, and that
an amount not exceeding $6,500.00 be raised and appropriated to finance
the same, including land damage and construction.
Art. 16. Howard Hill Sewer. Under Article 10 of the warrant for the
annual town meeting of March 9, 1954 it was voted that the town issue
bonds to the amount of $4,800.00 to construct a sewer on Howard Hill
Road beginning at the end of the Squantum Street sewer and extending
to the residence of Tracy P. Wilder, construction to be under the direction
of the selectmen.
Art. 17 Grove St. Sewer. It was voted that the town issue bonds to
the amount of $3,000.00 to construct a sewer beginning at the inter-
section of East Main St., and Grove St., and extending to the intersection
of Grove St. and Juniper St., construction being under the direction of
the selectmen.
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Art. 18. Rental of Highway Equipment. A motion that the highway
agent shall not hire equipment for town use from himself or from mem-
bers of his immediate family was defeated.
Art. 19. Purchase of Truck. A motion that the Town raise and appro-
priate $5,000 for the purchase of a truck for use of the highway depart-
ment was defeated.
Art. 20. Beano. The vote on Beano was Yes, 602; NO, 257.
The meeting adjourned at 8:35 p.m.
A true abstract. Attest:
GEORGE H. DUNCAN,
Town Clerk.
REPORT OF WATER COMMISSIONERS
The Commissioners of the Jaffrey Water Works submit the following
reports: Report of Treasurer and Report of Superintendent of Water






Total Water Rent Collections $21,742 26
Total Water Rents Uncollected to Dec. 31, 1955 4,830 81
REPORT OF TREASURER—JAFFREY WATER WORKS
RECEIPTS
State of New Hampshire $10 50
Smith & Thorn 2 50
Maud V. Peirce 2 50
Rene J. Forcier 68 46
Germaine Bourgeois 35
Richard R. Loranger 7 76
Randy1 P. Oournoyer 27 76
Woodbound Inn 31 25
Albert Robichaud 32 70
Elson S. Herrick 10 00
Rlndge Highway Department 13 46
Roger Oja 16 30
Peter Robare 5 00
Laura Sullivan 6 00
Harold Chase 5 00
Thomas Pentilla 11 50
Dr. F. W. Sterling 25 91
Fletcher W. Taft 17 73
Leo Charland 25 30
Josephine M. Chouinard 10 00
Esther Parsons 36 13
Sarah W. Gould 13 80
Howard Burt, Jr. 10 50
St. Patrick's Church 16 53
Edward Elliott 19 50
Atlantic Refining Company 8 00
Josephine Gendron 10 00
Charles Taylor 50 50
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Dennis H. Stoddard 41 38
J. Oren Belletete 10 00
Town of Rindge, N. H. 8 13
Ralph D. Harling 10 80
John Kulish 25
Emma M. Langevin 62 40
Claude Phelps 27 00
Richard Bussiere 33 13
David H. Harling 1 50
Joseph Crocker 5 00
T. H. & E. J. Bergeron 263 13
Alton C. Eaves 3 05
Socony-Vacuum Oil Company 17 25
Alfred Christian 15 00
Ray Moore Motors 50 05
Jennie M. Bruce 2 00
Harold Cochrane 7 74
Sally D. Snow 43 00
Fred J. Eutler 136 30
Alpha Diefenderfer 22 39
Roger Smith 2 50
Bruno C. Kosk^ 19 75
Paul J. Kidder 7 05
Town of J affray, N. H. 45 40
Harriet FiscMein 2 60
Tauno Jurva 6 00
Homer Bergen 49 55
Onesime Varville 22 10
Muriel Baldwin 8 00
Leonard Krause 558 75
Charles C. Pearson 10 00
Robert F. Bunce 15 48
A. C. Johnston 7 43
F. Mei & Company 101 34
Flavel D. Lynch 158 12
Alfred H. Letourneau 7 05
Roland Lambert 24 25
Maude Johnson 50 00
Phyllis Walkonen 12 40
Elmer H. Eaves 3 10
G. Ernest Wright 15 10
Queen of Peace Seminary 4 75
Richard Wilson 65
Dorothy J Doten 5 50
Dorothy Kendall 78 55
Town of Sharon, N. H. 2 25
W. C. Ferguson 147 10
Greenville Mills 68 15
Arthur Anderson 10 00
James Bowers 1 00
Orvel B. Feirce Company 10 00
Hector Courchene 4 17
Wade Motor Sales, Inc., 13 63
Frank E. Davis 1 05
W. W. Cross & o., Inc., 643 89
Varnum Bros. 50 45
Arthur Rivard 6 25
Howard Doten 1 00
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Alex Maki 5 21
Donald Sawtelle 36 90
B. B. Girvin 7 65
A. M. Deschene? 27 80
L. W. Brown 28 75
Charles Elanchette 4 00
Boston & Maine Railroad 1 15
Fortune Bemier 43 50
G. Francis Stratton 50 00
Walter C Baker 2 00
Monadnock Rod and Gun Club 11 95
Wilfred Boudriea/u 33 88
Carl Hermanson 2 00
Charles W. Bacon, Jr. 26 88
Raymond J. Desmarais 6 00





Alton C. Eaves, Superintendent $3,187 95
Ernest E. Ouellette, Labor 2,161 76
Walter H. Clark, Labor 1,672 10
Richard Pratt, Labor 23 95
Harold Turner, Labor 18 40
Fred Clapp, Labor 10 35
John Heinonen. Labor 46 16
Kenneth Jackson, Labor 71 10
Edwin Cutter, Labor 6 88
Lloyd Femald, Labor 6 90
Harold Leavitt, Labor 1 73
Henry Plant, Labor 17 40
Howard Doten, Labor 919 56
Severino Ascani, Labor 16 23
Lawrence Harper, Labor 11 50
John Fuller, Labor 9 20
Albert Despres, Labor 272 51
Wallace Wooster, Labor 152 38
Albert J. Morin, Clerical 736 00
The Director of Internal Revenue 351 90
Alton C. Eaves, Reimbursement for supplies paid by self 105 50
Albert J. Morin, Car Expense 7 10
H. R. Prescott & Sons, Merchandise 949 07
J. Crocker Metal Co., Supplies 21 25
Monadncok National Bank, Interest paid on note 390 00
George A. Caldwell Co., Merchandise 84 34
A. M. Deschenes, Fuel 2 44
Greenville Mills, Switch 30 00
Delphis P. Robidoux, Trucking 27 82
Blanchard Associates, Shop Supplies 19 05
Forcier's Service Station, Kerosene 5 40
Postmaster, East Jaffrey, N. H., Stamped Envelopes 100 18
Robert F. Bunce, Car Expense 17 40
Robert F. Bunco, Agent, Fire Extinguisher 23 95
Division of Sanitary Engineering, N. H., Chemicals 80
D. D. Bean & Sons Co., 2 Two Inch Gate Valves 30 00
Fitohburg Plumbing Supply Co., Merchandise 1,250 83
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Rindge Electric Co., Thawing pipe at Lake Contoooook 12 00
New Hampshire Pence Company, Pence for Poole Reservoir 206 80
Wilfred Boudrieau, Electrical work 9 45
Octave J. Bernier, Gravel 53 00
Coil's Radio Shop, Repairs to M-Scope 5 15
Pox Auto Parts, Truck window repairs 10 89
Monadnock Insurance Agency, Insurance on Truck & Bldgs. 177 27
Prank E. Davis.. Expenses 11 25
J. Oren Belletete, Shovel 771 00
Elmer H. Eaves, Carpenter work at Pump House 102 £5
Nelson W. Gill. Expenses 2 50
Chase's, Office Supplies 6 15
Rice's Inc., Recapping truck tires 31 30
Badger Meter Company, 2 Water meters 75 40
P. C. Mercer & Co., Truck repairs 3 75
Elie Belletete & Sons, Shop Supplies 53 43
Anderson Auto Body, Truck Repairs 5 00
Howard Burt, Jr., Shovel 396 00
Goodnow Bros Co., Shop Supplies 65 79
Sumner & Dunbar, Merchandise 1,406 41
AFs Texaco Service, Oil 3 10
Dillon Motors, Truck Repairs 14 75
W. W. Cress & Co. Inc., Channel Iron & goggles 83 52
New England Explosives COrp. Repairs on Comp. Tools & Explos. 261 94
Specialty Sales Co. Merchandise 58 38
C. P. Johnson, Bulldozer at Poole Reservoir 230 00
Bartlett's Express, Express charges 2 52
Varnum Bros., Loader 10 00
Wade Motor Sales, Inc., Truck maintenance 611 29
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., Telephone service 148 40
John Danais ompany, Chlorine 57 35
Municipal Services, Merchandise 42 71
Ludlow Valve Mfg. Co., Merchandise 264 07
The Central Foundry Co., Pipe & fittings 41 22
Harrison Strohsahl, overcharge on water service 21 51
Camp, Dresser & MoKee, Engineering survey 500 00
BoUtweU'c Garage, Truck & Power saw maintenance & supplies 62 94
New Hampshire Electric Co., Electricity 99 52
United Auto Supply Co., supplies 38 07
Roy's Service Station, gasoline 23 02
The American City, magazine subscription 4 00
A. E. Martell Co., office supplies 8 72
Ellis Smith, flashlights 4 75
Walter H. Gentsch, legal expense 51 70
Raymond Roy, Loader 55 00
Dorothy Roy, Rulldozer and truck 118 75
Bernard's Hardware, shop supplies 7 87
Monadnock National Bank, paid on note 6,000 00
Jaffrey Tool & Die Company, machine work 4 50
Thompson Coal and Grain Co., Cement 1 30
City of Keene. Merchandise 7 85
Gus Steman, Surveying 25 00
Boston & Maine Railroad, freight charges 14 41
P. Mei & Company, Plumbing supplies 19 12
Lloyd Dunning, Loader 21 00
N. H. Water Works Assn., Dues 5 00
The G. L. Merriam Co., Acetylene Gas 53 40
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Joseph Thompson, Thawing Pipes
The Eddy Valve Co., Merchandise
George A. Sirois, Electrical Work
Hackler Motor Sales, Kerosene
Cheshire Oil Company, Oil
The Jafirey Recorder, Printing
Annett Box Company, Lumber
The Warman Press, Notice
Richard Wilson, Bulldozer
D. A. Eaves, Snow Removal
Town fo Jafirey, N. H., Reimbursement for Whitcomb Case
Town of Jaffrey, N.H., Reimbursement for Employee Retirement
Moore's Service Station, Kerosene
Southwestren N. H. Trans. Co., Express Charges
Railway Express Agency, Express Charges
Albert J. Pomponio, Kerosene
The Village Card Shop, Office Supplies
Letourneau Furniture Co., Bottled gas
Alex Lepioto, Truck repairs








UNPAID WATER RENTS AND MERCHANDISE SALES

























































12 00 6 40





114 00 16 75
31 00
29 00
16 59 6 49
52 00
16 00
5 00 22 45
12 50








































REPORT OF (SUPERINTENDENT OF WATER WORKS
FOR YEAR ENDING DEC. 31, 1955
RENEWED SERVICES
1955 Name
April Harriet A. Rabidou, E. Lake Contoocook
April Elizabeth A. Burns, E. Lake Contoocook
April El-Villa Cottage, W. Lake Contoocook
April A. M. Deschenes, Cottage at Lake
April Ray J. Whitehead, W. Lake Contoocook
April Katherine Callahan, W. Lake Contoocook
April Eliot G Wellington, W. Lake Contoocook
April Hazel K. Wellington, W. Lake Contoocook
May Robert F. Bunce, W. Lake Contoocook
May Adolph Walz, W. Lake Contoocook
May Homer J. Bergen, Juniper Street
June G. Ernest Wright, Mills Road, Center
July Francis O'Neil, W. Lake Contoocook
July Florence Swanbeck, W. Lake Contoocook
July Irene E. Maki, W. Lake Contoocook
July Mary A. Hebert, W. Lake Contoocook
Aug. Dorothy Kendall, Main Street
Aug. Carl A. Butler, Stratton Road
Sept. Carl B. Joel, Woodmere, Lake Contoocook
Oct. Homer J. Bergen, Juniper Street
Nov. G. Francis Stratton, Squantum Road'
NEW SERVICES
May Bruno Koski, Jr., Stebbins Road
May Edward Taylor, Howard Hill Road
July Roland Lambert, Gilmore Pond Road
July Henry J. Morin, W. Lake Contoocook
Aug. Donald K. Sawtelle, Sawtelle Road

























.85 68 50 68
19 75 40 19
None 68 10
24 25 57 52
None 18 45




Jan.—6 inch Extension, West Side Lake Contoocook from Jaffrey-Rindge.
April—Line to cottage owned' by A. M. Deschenes. 1,056 ft. 6 inch Univer-
sal pipe used, 1 used hydrant used. Total cost $3,135.96.
July—2 inch Extension, Lake Contoocook—Francis O'Neil line to Henry
J. Morin 315 ft. 2 inch galv. pipe used. Total cost $365.36.
Augusts 6 inch Extension, Sawtelle Road from Peter J. Levins to Donald
Sawtelle, 294 ft. 6 inch Universal pipe used. Total cost $825.87.
Sept.—6 inch Extension, Aetna Street to W. W. Cross Co. No. 2, 174 ft.
6 inch universal pipe used. Total cost $744.16.
Feb.—Replaced 2 inch line at Woodmere, Lake Contoocook.
May—184 ft. across bay, cost $258.51
Nov.—401 ft. from Bay to 6 inch line on, cost $309.01
April-May—Repairs on 2 inch line W. side Lake Contoocook, Cost $398.68
May-Oct.—Repairs on 2 inch line Juniper St., Cost $94.89
May—Repairing leak on 10 inch line at Jaffrey Center, cost $136.76
May—Repairs on 1% inch line HiHcrest Road, cost $25.83
ALTON C. EAVES,
Superintendent.
FLNANCIAL STATEMENT JAFFREY WATER WORKS




















































Municipal Investment $134,574 96
TotoJ. Capital Liabilities $134,574 96
Current Liabilities:
Notes Payable $10,000 00




Total Reserves $121,919 29
Surplus to December 31, 1954 48,673 48
Profit January 1, 1965 to December 31, 1955 1,268 40
Total Liabilities $316,436 13
OPERATING STATEMENT
Year ending December 31, 1955
Operating Revenues—Water $21,337 78
Operation and Maintenance Water $16,031 09
Depreciation—Water 4,961 87
Total Operating Expenses^Water $20,992 96
Total Operating Income—Water $344 82
Other Operating Income 606 70
Net Operating Income $951 52
Non-Operating Income (Interest on Capital Reserve Fund) 316 38
Total Net Income $1,268 40
PROFIT AND LOSS STATEMENT
Balance at beginning of year $48,673 48
Balance transferred from Net Income 1,268 40
Balance at end of year $49,941 88





REPORT OF CONANT INDIGENT FUND
Jan. 1st Cash on Hand $1 17
No Money Drawn
No Money Paid out





ALICE W. POOLE FUND
Financial Report for 1955
The Committee has acted upon all requests according to the terms
of the will.
Balance en hand Jan. 1, 1955 $5,203 58
Income 1955:
Interest ree'd. from Trustees of Trust Funds $3,517 77
Payment received on Loans 495 20
$4,012 97
Total Receipts $9,216 55
Expenses 1955:
Educational Loans $3,837 00
Hospital & Doctor expenses 67 60
Food & Clothing 280 18
Miscellaneous 50 00
Total Expenses $4,234 78
Balance on hand December 31, 1955 $4,981 77




GEORGIA L. EAVES, Sec,
Committee.
REPORT OF THE CONANT CEMETERY TRUSTEES
As of January 1, 1955
No Balance January 1, 1955
Receipts
:
Bradley Trust Fund $420 31
Trustees of Trust Funds 871 77
$1,292 08
Expenditures:
Town of Jaffrey (Total) $1,292 08
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LIST OF FIRES 1955
Alarm Owner or Occupant Kind
Dec. 28 W Joseph McKinnon Chimney
Dec. 30 W W. Blair Chimney
1955
Jan. 7 W Brush, false
Jan. 8 S Mrs. Annie Swett Chimney
Jan. 30 W Mr. Levins House
Feb. 22 W Atlas Fireworks Bldg. & Fireworks
Mar. 3 W Harry Bruno Chimney
Mar. 8 RNW John Kiniry Chimney
Apr. 2 S Town Dump Dump
Apr. 11 W Mrs. Evans & Mrs.
Hamilton Grass
Apr. 24 W Silver Ranch, Roscoe
Sawyer Oil Burner
May 12 Box 411 Albert Naylor Incinerator
May 21 W Town Dump Dump
July 12 W Mrs. Marion Nichols
July 23 S Town Dump Dump
Sept. 8 Box 313 Miss Crowe Oil Burner
Sept. 15 W Jason C. Sawyer Tractor Fire
Sept. 18 Box 435 Town Dump Dump
Sept. 20 W Arthur Anderson Chimney
Nov. 2 S Charles Silver Overheated Furn.
Nov. 5 RNW Dewey Wallace Oil Burner
Nov. 11 Box 524 Gardner N. Stratton House
Nov. 23 RNW Ray Moore Motors Car Fire
Dec. 22 RNW David Ouellette House Chimney
Dec. 25 RNW Wilfred Ramsey Oil Fire Flood




Collected! for Small Claims plaintiff
Reimbursement from State for overpayment
Disbursements
:
N. H. Motor Vehicle Department
N. H. Fish and Game Department
Public Utilities Commission
N. H. Department of Labor
Printing and Supplies


























Total number criminal cases,







Failure to keep to the right
Motor boat violations
Operating under the influence
Operating without license
Breaking, entering, & larceny
Gross Careless & negligent operating
Assault
Assault with intent to kill
Breaking & entering




Leaving scene of accident
Inadequate brakes
Petit larceny
Taking car without owner's consent
Misuse of plates
Concealed weapon
Failure to report accident
Unregistered trailer
Disorderly behaviour
Allowing improper person to operate
Illegal parking
Malicious destruction of property




























REPORT OF TOWN OFFICE BUILDING COMMITTEE
Soon after the regular Town Meeting held on March 9, 1954, the Com-
mittee for the construction of the new Town Office Building, proceeded
to have the architects, Alfred T. Granger Associates of Hanover, N.H.,
draw up the specifications of the adopted' plans for said structure.
After this was accomplished, the job was offered for bids and four
bidders submitted their prices for cost of construction which figures were
as follows: $73,335, $67,940, $65,203, and the fourth and lowest bid was
$58,223, which was offered by T. H. and E. J. Bergeron of Keene, N.H.
This lowest bid was $9,578.67 more than the amount of money avail-
able in the Town Office Building Fund.
On account of this, the Committee decided to petition the Court for
a permit to call a special town meeting to raise more money, but the
request was denied.
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The next move was to rearrange the old! plan and scale it down1 for
a smaller building.
It was necessary for the architect to redraw the plans with new
specifications and to a reduced size in order to conform to the amount
of money available.
On account of this, it was necessary to have several conferences with
the contractor who had offered1 the lowest bid in order that he might
submit a new bid that would nearer compare to the amount of money
in the Fund and due to the long delay, the foundation was not started
till September, 1954, and the building completed until the summer of 1955.
The building has suitable accommodations for the Court Room, Police
Department, Town Clerk, Tax Collector, Selectmen, a room for the Water
Commissioners and garage for the VFW ambulance and the Police
Cruiser.
Up to the present time $56,526.76 has been expended on construction
of the Town Office Building, with a financial report on the construction
listed belcw.
This Committee has spent a great deal of time in an effort to plan
suitable accommodations for our Town Officers and we sincerely hope






Town Office Building Committee
TOWN OFFICE BUILDING FUND
Receipts:
Trustees of Trust Funds $52,484 20
Monadnock National Bank 3,900 00
Town of Jaffrey 154 00
$56,538 20
Expenditures:
Andrew T. Johnson Co., Inc., blueprints
and specifications $120 54
Town of Jaffrey, reimbursement for payroll
Henry J. Belletete 147 55
Town of Jaffrey, reimbursement for accounts paid
from Town of Jaffrey General Funds,
(See Treasurer's Report)
Henry J. Belletete, labor
T. H. & E. J. Bergeron, contractors
Alfred T. Granger, Associates, Architects
Monadnock National' Bank, temporary loan
W. Arnold Seale, express charges
J. F. Fiske Iron Works, Inc., Weathervane
Wilfred Boudrieau, electrical work












We, the undersigned of the Town of Jaffrey, N. H., hereby certify
that we have carefully examined the reports and accounts of the Select-
men, Town Treasurer, Town Clerk, Trustees of Trust Funds, Tax Col-
lector, Overseer of Poor, Chief of Police, Health Officer, Memorial Day
Appropriation, Road Agent, Treasurer of Jaffrey Water Works, Conant
Indigent Fund, Treasurer of Jaffrey Public Library, Trustees of the Alice
W. Poole Fund, Municipal Court, Conant Cemetery Trustees, and find
them correct in ail respects.













In accordance with your request, an examination and audit of the
tax records of the Town1 of Jaffrey for the fiscal year ended December
31, 1954 and the period January 1 to March 28. 1955, has been made by
this Division. The audit covered the accounts of Tax Collector Hubert F.
O'Neil for the period January 1st to July 31st, 1954 and Tax Collector
Katherine R. Christian for the period August 1st, 1954 to March 28th,
1955, on which date all tax accounts were turned over to Tax Collector
Raymond J. Desmarais.
It is our understanding that no audit was made by the Town Auditors
of the tax accounts of Collector O'Neil at the time the office of Tax
Collector was assumed by Mrs. Katherine R. Christian and accounts
transferred to her on August 1, 1954, and further that no actual recom-
mitment of taxes from Mr. O'Neil to Mrs. Christian was ever made.
In the preparation of Exhibits A and B, we have taken the amount
of Uncollected Taxes on December 31, 1953 and December 31, 1954, from
figures published in the Town Report for 1954. The Uncollected Taxes
as of March 28, 1955, Exhibit C, totaling $20,668.28 are supported by lists
as compiled from the various warrant books and represent the taxes
actually recommitted to the new Collector Raymond J. Desmarais.
In Exhibit C, excess credits totaling $392,84 for the warrants of 1953
and 1952 are indicated, while a deficiency of credits1 in the total amount
of $810.33 is indicated for all other levies. An examination of the tax
warrant books for the levies of 1951, 1950, 1949, 1948 and 1947 disclosed no
activity in these levies during the entire year 1954 and 1955 to date of
audit. Hence it must be assumed that the total of Uncollected Taxes for
these years on December 31, 1953 and December 31, 1954 were incorrectly
stated in the Town Reports for 1953 and 1954.
The verification of entries in the warrant books was practically
impossible because of the absence of dates in many instances and absence
of the year of entry in almost every instance. Numerous abatements were
also indicated for which no supporting documents were available.
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In the preparation of Exhibit D, Summary of Tax Sale Account, an
audited adjusted figure has been used for the balance of Unredeemed




DIVISION OF MUNICIPAL ACCOUNTING
STATE TAX COMMISSION
C. David Sullivan, Auditor




A Summary of Tax Warrants—Hubert F. O'Neil, Tax Collector-
Period January 1 to July 31, 1954
B Summary of Tax Warrants—Katherine R. Christian, Tax Collector
—Period August 1 to December 31, 1954.
C Summary of Tax Warrants—Katherine R. Christian, Tax Collector
—Period January 1 to March 26, 1955
D Summary of Tax Sale Account—Katherine R. Christian, Tax Col-
lector—Period January 1 to March 28, 1955
E Summary of State Head Tax Warrant—Levy of 1954—Katherine R.
Christian, Tax Collector—Period January 1 to March 28, 1955
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PART I. ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION






ERNEST J. PRATT, Chairman Term expires 1956
FRANCIS E. DEVLIN Term expires 1956
LEON H. HUNT Term expires 1957
EVELYN H. RUFFLE Term expires 1957
GEORGE C. ROBINSON Term expires 1958











HIGH SCHOOL SOCIAL STUDIES CLASSES
School Physician
DR. FRANKLIN W. STERLING
School Nurse
RUTH S. LANGILLE, R. N.
B. No-School Regulation
In case schools are to be closed because of bad- weather or other
emergency the chairman of the school board will give notice before 7:00
a.m., if possible, by calling the fire house, the superintendent of schools,
and the transporters. The superintendent will call Radio Station WBZ.




















Schools close 12:15 (Unless time lost)—Summer vacation
Schools open
Schools close 12:15—Veterans Day






D. Report of District Clerk
At a legal meeting of the School District of Jaffrey at the Auditorium
in said Town and on the 7th day of March, 1955, at 7:30 o'clock in the
afternoon pursuant to the foregoing warrant:
Meeting was called to order toy the Moderator, Jason C. Sawyer, and
the warrant was read by him with the return of the same.
Articles 1, 2, 3 and 4 to be voted on by ballot.
Article 5: To determine and appoint the salaries of the School
Board and fix the compensation of any other officers or agents of the
District. It was moved and seconded that the salaries of the School Boaxd
and other District officers be as follows:




Each Auditor 15 00
Each Ballot Clerk 5 00
Motion seconded and unanimously carried.
Article 6 : To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or
Officers chosen, and pass any vote relating thereto. Mr. Ernest Pratt,
Chairman of the Building Committee reported. Mr. Joseph B. Eldridge
moved that the reports pertaining to the School District be accepted as
printed in the Town Report. Seconded and carried.
Article 7 : To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to
any subject embraced in this warrant. No action.
Article 8: To see what sum of money the District will raise and
appropriate for the support of schools, for the salaries of School District
Officials and Agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the
District, and to authorize the application against said appropriation of
such sums as are estimated to be received from the State Equalization
Fund together with other income; the School Board to certify to the
Selectmen the balance between the estimated revenue and the appropria-
tion which balance is to be raised by taxes by the Town. Mr. Ernest Pratt
moved that the School District raise and appropriate $214,733.00 and to
authorize and direct the School Board to apply against said appropria-
tion such income as is estimated by the School Board exclusive of State
aid, and upon the determination of the amount of State aid to be re-
ceived by the School District to apply against such' appropriation the
sum to be received from State aid and with the School District Clerk
certify to the Selectmen the balance as an assessment to be raised by the
Town for school purposes. Discussion. Seconded and carried.
Article 9: To see if the District will vote to raise and appropriate
$1,500.00 for the purchase of new equipment. Mr. George C. Robinson
moved that the District raise and appropriate $1,500.00 for the purchase
of new equipment. Seconded and carried.
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As there was no contest on the ballot, same was read and Mr. Merton
Robare moved to authorize Mr. Ernest Pratt, Chairman of the School
Board, to oast one unanimous ballot for the meeting for:
JASON C. SAWYER Moderator
MYRTLE J. HAZLETON Clerk
LAWRENCE W. BROWN Treasurer
MARY B. DAVIS
GEORGE C. ROBINSON




Motion seconded, Mr. Pratt cast one unanimous ballot and polls were
declared closed at 8:27 p.m. Those present took oath in open meeting.






To the Inhabitants of the School District in the town of Jaffrey
qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the High School Gymnasium in
said district on the 12th day of March 1956 at 7:30 o'clock in the after-
noon, to act upon the following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose two members of the School Board for the ensuing three
years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the School Board and
fix the compensation of any other officers or agents of the district.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors, Committees, or Officers
ohosen, and pass any vote relating thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees in relation to any
subject embraced in this warrant.
8. To see what sum of money the district will raise and appropriate
for the support of schools, for the salaries of school district officials and
agents, and for the payment of statutory obligations of the district, and
to authorize the application against said appropriation of such sums as
are estimated to be received from the state equalization fundi together
with other income; the school board to certify to the selectmen the
balance between the estimated revenue and the appropriation which
balance is to be raised by taxes by the town.
9. To see if the district will vote to raise and' appropriate $5,500.00
for pointing, caulking and waterproofing the brick masonry walls of the
original section of Conant High School, or take any other action relating
thereto.
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10. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate in addition
to the original appropriation for 1955-56 the sum of $4,991.25 to be made
available to the school district prior to July 1, 1956 in order to meet un-
anticipated obligations caused by increased costs of transportation,
emergency repairs, increased Retirement System charges and decreased
tuition receipts.
11. To see if the district will vote to raise and appropriate in addi-
tion to the original appropriation for 1954-55 the sum of $4,359.61 to be
made available to the school district prior to July 1, 1956 in order to meet
unanticipated obligations caused by an operating loss in the school lunch
program.
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B. PROGRAM AND METHODS
CONANT HIGH
Conant High School re-opened on September 7, 1955 for the school
year 1955-56. When school re-opened the entire plant was available to the
students and faculty, a somewhat different situation than that which
existed: or: the opening of school for the year 1954-55.
Six changes in our teaching personnel have taken place since last
year.
Mr. Richard Waldo, grade six, replaced Mr. Howard Sargent who is
now teaching Social Studies and English in the Junior High.
Miss Janet Tinker, girls' Physical Education teacher, resigned to be
married, her position is being filled by Mrs. Catherine Russell. Mrs.
Russell not only conducts Physical Education Classes at the High School
but also spends one day each week conducting such classes at the Elemen-
tary School Building.
Mr. Morton Bradley joined the teaching staff this year. The addition
of Mr. Bradley to the staff was greatly needed due to the increased en-
rollment in grades seven and eight.
Mr. Clyde Lavine became the Guidance Director at the High School
in September 1955. Mr. Lavine has inaugurated' a very ambitious testing
program for grades six through twelve. The results of these tests 1 have
been and will continue to be of proven value in the guidance program,
particularly to teachers, parents and students in determining as accurate-
ly as possible probabilities of success in various courses or positions that
students may be considering. Mr. Lavine has also made extensive arrange-
ments with numerous college admission officers and representatives from
the many industrial fields to meet with interested students.
Mr. Robert Prince, Music Instructor, resigned to accept a position in
Massachusetts. Mr. Lawrence Castle has filled that position. Mr. Castle
is making considerable progess in his effort to organize a school band.
At this writing many of the younger students are availing themselves of
the opportunity of taking instrumental lessons under the tutelage of Mr.
Edward Hamilton.
Miss Geneva Ross (English and French) resigned to accept a position
in the South. Mr. Leo Halloran, a teacher with many years of experience
at Boston English High School, has filled this position.
Miss Lorraine Lutz (Home Economics) resigned to be married and
her position is being filled by Mrs. Regina Devlin, a former teacher at
Conant High School.
PROGRAM OF STUDIES 1955-56
Junior High School
Grade 7 Grade 8
English English
Social Studies Social Studies
Mathematics Mathematics
Science Science
Ind. Arts or Home Making Ind. Arts or Home Making
Music Music
Art Art











Foods and. Clothing: I


















































Civics, U. S. History and four years of English are required' of all
students. The courses in economics and sociology have been dropped' from
the program of studies. These courses have been made an integral part
of the World Affairs course, thus reducing the social: studies offerings to
one each year.
Co-Cuwicular Activities
Co-curricular activities include interscholastic competition in basket-
ball for girls and boys, baseball and soccer for boys, glee club, band,
dramatics, school paper, gun safety club, class activities and assembly
programs.
• Soccer as a fall sport for boys was introduced this year for the
first time with an informal schedule. Mr. Arthur Hampson, Physical
Education teacher was coach and a- schedule of seven games was played.
• Two programs of outstanding quality were presented during the
year. The appearance of the Springfield College Gym team which was
sponsored by the Teachers Association of Union No. 47 and the University
of New Hampshire Band, sponsored by the High School Glee Club, which
presented a public concert for the townspeople of Jaffrey and a concert
for the children of grades one through seven at the High School Audi-
torium.
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• Several programs of educational value have been scheduled for
the year 1955-56 in the form, of school assemblies. The High School Glee
Club and Band presented a Christmas Concert at the high school during
the month of December. The annual Junior and Senior plays will be
presented during the spring of 1956 as well as the Amos Fortune Prize
Speaking Contest.
& Field trips and experiences outside of the school environment
are also a part of the oo-curricular program. The sixth grade spent a
week during November, 1955 at Sargent Camp where they learned about
conservation, wild life, forestry, astronomy and group living, an ex-
perience which they will remember for years to come. Other field trips
have been made to the Boston Museum of Science and Sturbridge Village.
© School lunch is definitely a part of the school program. It is
most interesting to trace the development and growth of this program
from the time that it was originated. For example, during the month cf
December, 1955 a total of 7,280 meals was served at the Grade and High
School Buildings during a period of 14 days, an average of 520 meals
served daily.
This has been a very significant year for American Education. Mr.
Herrick, principal of Conant, summarizes it a& follows:
He says, "This past year considerable attention has been focused
upon education, the latest event of importance being the White House
Conference. Should we not become more familiar with our schools,
what they have done and what they are doing in order that we may work
together in a cooperative effort to make them better."
All of this points to the mutual responsibility of citizen and educator
of providing the best opportunities for boys and girls today in order to
insure a better world for tomorrow.
GRADE SCHOOL
Jaffrey Grade School has a unique situation this year in that the
faculty is identical with that of last year. This is a distinct advantage
because we were able to get off to a fast start in September as everyone
was familiar with the organization of the school and knew most of the
children. This did away with the long period of adjustment which is
generally the case.
The recently published basic readers "New Days and Deeds" and the
"New More Days and Deeds" were introduced in Grade 5 this September.
This new series, now in two volumes instead of the previous one, which
has been in the process of publication for several years is now in use
throughout the school. The new editions have added considerable ma-
terial on phonetics. As mentioned in last year's report the new and out-
standing World Book Arithmetic Series is used throughout the school
also. This means that in the two basic subjects very excellent text books
are in use by the children. The text books in the other subjects are also
up-to-date and excellent in quality.
Physical Education' for Grades 1-5 has long been the goal and finally,
this year through the skillful scheduling of Mr. Herrick, the objective
has been achieved. Mrs. Russell, Physical Education instructor for girls
at Conant, comes to Jaffrey Grade School for eight periods a week.
Much has been done to keep the physical plant of the school in good
condition. An ouside paint job was completed, all windows put in ex-
cellent order, the parking area, driveway and a section of the play-
ground was resurfaced. Also, the auditorium steps which had started to
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deteriorate were refinished with, a new material. By keeping all repairs
up-to-date and with the efficient care of custodian James Baird, the
building should be in good condition for >a good many years.
In arithmetic tests administered by the University otf New Hampshire
of New Hampshire Testing service pupils of the sixth grade in the
Jaffrey Grade School scored considerably higher than the state and na-
tional average in arithmetic reasoning and arithmetic fundamentals.
This is a very significant fact and is indicative of the excellent job done
in teaching arithmetic by the teachers of the grade school.
Mr. Craig reports, "The faculty of the school is most appreciative of
the equipment and supplies provided them for use in their classrooms.
The people of the town should feel proud of the opportunities for learn-
ing presented to the boys and girls of Jaffrey."
PART III. FINANCE
A. (Report of District Treasurer
for the
Fiscal Year Ending June 30, 1955
Cash on hand July 1, 1954 $551 46
Received from Selectmen:
Current Appropriation
Received from State Treasurer:
State funds
Federal funds
Received directly from federal agencies
Received from tuitions
Received as income from trust funds
Received from all other sources
Total receipts
Total amount available for fiscal year
Less school board orders paid















This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the school
district of Jaffrey of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal






REPORT OF DISTRICT TREASURER
for the
Fiscal Year July 1, 1954 to June 30, 1955
(Building- Fund Account)
Cash on hand July 1, 1954 $194,278 66
Received from all other sources $637 32
Total receipts $637 32
Totad amount available for fiscal year 194,915 98
Less school board orders paid 146,833 44
Balance on hand June 30, 1955 48,082 54
LAWRENCE W. BROWN
AUDITORS' CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that we have examined the books, vouchers, bank
statements and other financial records of the treasurer of the school
district of Jaffrey of which the above is a true summary for the fiscal





1956 BUDGET COMMITTEE ESTIMATE
Schools $213,193 00
$213,193 00
Town officers salaries $6,000 00
Town officers expenses 5,500 00
Election and registration expenses 900 00
Municipal court expenses 600 00
Expenses of Town Hall and other buildings 1,700 00
Police department 11,500 00
Fire department 5,600 00
Red network 400 00
Insurance 3,000 00
Health department 75 00
Vital statistics 100 00
Town dump 1,600 00
Tarring roads 12,400 00
Summer 9,000 00
Winter 16,000 00
Street lighting and telephone 6,900 00
General highway expenses 1,600 00
Libraries 1,500 00
Town poor 4,700 00
Old age assistance 3,300 00
Memorial day 400 00
Humiston field 1,000 00
Parks and playgrounds 150 00
Water utilities 90 00
Cemeteries 4,100 00
Bathing beach 1,100 00
Damages & legal expenses 1,000 00
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Employees retirement and social security 1,300 00
Interest on temporary loans
Interest on fire alarm bonds
Town construction
Payment on fire alarm bonds (final)
Town of Rindge taxes
County tax
Town road aid (article)
Sidewalk, construction (article)




DAVID L. VAN BLARCOM,
CARL C. SPPOFFQRD,
Budget Committee.













Expended Budget Revised Budget
1954-55 1955-56 1955-56 1956-57
ADMINISTRATION
1. Salaries of District
Officers $210 00 $225 00 $195 00 $255 00
t2. Salaries of Supt. and'
Helpg. Tchr. 2,518 50 2,680 00 2,715 00 2,839 00
3. Tax for State-Wide
supervision 1,164 00 1,162 00 1,162 00 1,188 00
4. Sals, of othei admin.
personnel 1,612 00 1,765 00 1,765 00 1,906 00
5. Supplies and expenses 1,062 43 1,215 00 1,400 00 1,788 00
INSTRUCTION
6. Teachers' salaries 94,939 93 116,382 00 116,767 00 126,687 00
7. Books and other
instruction aids 8,660 45 3,000 00 3,000 00 3,241 00
8. Scholars' supplies 2,368 23 5,624 00 5,624 00 6,069 00
9. Salaries of clerical
assistants 6,048 05 1,600 00 1,600 00 1,700 00
10. Supplies and other
expenses 2,471 19 2,886 00 2,886 00 2,826 00
OPERATION OP SCHOOL PLANT
11. Salaries of janitors 8,250 80 8,500 00 8,650 00 9,000 00
12. Fuel 6,647 18 6,310 00 6,310 00 6,480 00
13. Water, light, supplies
and expenses 4,292 95 4,980 00 4,980 00 4,960 00
MAINTENANCE OF SCHOOL PLANT
14. Repairs and replace-
ments 6,432 15 4,000 00 7,000 00 5,000 00
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Expended Budget Revised Budget
1954-55 1955-56 1955-56 1956-57
AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES
15. Health supervision 3,479 77 3,420 00 3,420 00 3,765 00
16. Transportation 10,342 00 10,400 00 10,887 00 12,000 00
17. Tuition 330 00
18. Special activ. and
special funds 606 86 1,400 00 5,760 00 1,500 00
18a School lunch 5,024 58
FIXED CHARGES
19. Retirement 8,498 02 9,409 00 9,769 00 10,461 00
20. Ins., treas, bond
and expenses 2,051 84 2,125 00 2,125 00 2,201 00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
21. Land and new bldgs 146,833 44
22. Addition and improvement 6,336 00 *5,500 00
23. New equipment 1,403 43 1,500 00 1,650 00 *3,300 00
DEBT, INTEREST & OTHER CHARGES
25. Principal of debt 16,500 00 19,000 00 19,000 00 17,000 00
26. Interest on debt 9,002 50 8,650 00 8,620 00 8,097 00
Total $350,420 30 $216,233 00 $231,621 00 $238,093 00
INCOME
Cash on hand July 1
General fund $551 46 $328 53
Building fund 194,278 66 (48,082 54)
State aid-construction $3,800 00
Federal aid
Smith-Hughes & George
Barden (secondary) 1,470 79 $1,300 00 1,300 00 1,300 00















4,817 16 6,665 00 5,665 00 6,450 00
3,416 12 5,670 00 4,901 00 6,600 00
6,465 35 6,200 00 7,551 29 6,500 00
6,942 51 250 00
6,376 32
250 00
176,100 00 194,648 00 194,648 00 204,393 00
1,500 00 1,500 00 5,500 00
4,359 61 3,300 00
4,991 25






















C. Report of State Audit








Submitted herewith is the report of an examination and audit of
the accounts of the Jaffrey School District for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1955, which was made by this Division in accordance with the request
of your Board. Exhibits as hereafter listed are included as part of the
report.
SCOPE OF AUDIT
Included in the examination and audit were the accounts and records
of the School Board, School District Treasurer and School L-unch Pro-
gram.
FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Comparative Balance Sheets: (Exhibit A)
Comparative Balance Sheets as of June 30, 1954 and June 30, 1955, are
presented in Exhibit A. As indicated therein, the Net Debt decreased by
$12,622.46, from $328,983.94 to $316,361.48, during the fiscal year ended; June
30, 1955.
Analysis of Change in Financial Condition: (Exhibit B)
An analysis of the change in financial condition of the School District
during the fiscal year is made in Exhibit B, with the factors which
caused the change indicated therein.
Comparative Statements of Appropriations and Expenditures—Estimated
and Actual Revenues: (Exhibits C & D).
Comparative statements of appropriations and expenditures, esti-
mated and actual revenues for the fiscal year ended June 30, 1955, are pre-
sented in Exhibits C and D. As indicated by the Budget Summary (Exhibit
D), a net revenue surplus of $2,053.17, less a net overdraft of appropria-
tions of $1,883.60, resulted in a net budget surplus of $169.57.
Summary of Receipts and Expenditures: (Exhibit E-l)
A summary of receipts and expenditures for the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1955, made up in accordance with the uniform classification of
accounts, is included in Exhibit E-l. Proof of the Treasurer's balance as
of June 30, 1955, is included in Exhibit E-2.
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Statement of Bonded Debt: (Exhibit H)
A statement of the bonded indebtedness of the School District as of




offsetting assets of $1,240.74, leaving an actual deficit in the School Lunch
Program had accounts payable in the amount of $3,856.16. There were
offsetting assets of $1,240.74, leaving an actual dificit in the School Lunch
Program account of $2,615.42 at the close of the year as shown herewith:
Accounts Payable—June 30, 1955 $3,856 16
Less:
Balance—June 30, 1955
Balance of Appropriation Due from Town





$2,615 42Actual Deficits-June 30, 1955
It is apparent from the above statement that expenditures are ex-
ceeding income. Therefore, in order to keep this program on a sound
financial basis one or the other of the following procedures should be
adopted:
(1) Operational costs should be reduced.
(2) Income increased either through increase in charges for lunch
sales or increase in appropriation by District.
Conclusion:
The provisions of Chapter 184 of the Laws of 1955, require that this
report or a summary of its essential features shall be published in the
next annual report of the School District.
We extend our thanks to the officials of the Jaffrey School District




Division of Municipal Accounting
State Tax Commission










This is to certify that we have examined and audited the accounts
and records of the Jaffrey School District for the fiscal year ended June
30, 1955. In our opinion the Exhibits included herewith reflect the true
financial condition of the School District on June 30, 1955, together with




Division of Municipal Accounting
State Tax Commission



































































F. REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF OONANT HIGH SCHOOL FUND
FOR 1955
Interest received from the Monadnock Savings Bank:
June and December 1954 $211 57
June and December 1955 217 94
$429 51
Paid to the Treasurer of the School $429 51







G. NOTIFICATION OF SCHOOL ASSESSMENT, 1955
Expenditures (1955-56)
Current Expenditures $187,083 00
Capital Outlay
New equipment 1,500 00
Debt ana Interest 27,650 00
Total Appropriation $216,233 00
Receipts (1955-56)
Balance, June 30, 1955 (estimate) None
Federal Aid (estimate) $1,300 00
Tuition (estimate) 12,335 00
Trust Funds (estimate) 6,200 00
Other Receipts (estimate) 250 00
Assessment Required to Meet School
District Appropriation 196,148 00
Total Appropriation $216,233 00
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Authorization To Issue Bonds
None
•CERTIFICATES
TO THE BOARD OP SELECTMEN:
I certify that the above is a correct statement of the obligations
authorized, and the amounts to be assessed to meet statutory requirements
and appropriations made at the annual meeting of the Jaffrey School
District.
June 22, 1955 MYRTLE J. HAZLETON
TO THE STATE DEPARTMENT OP EDUCATION:
I certify that the above is a correct statement of the financial pro-
ceedings of the district for the school year 1955-56, and that copies of this
statement have been filed with the chairman of the board of selectmen
and entered in the records of the school board in accordance with N.H.
Laws of 1951, Chapter 37, Section 2.
ERNEST J. PRATT
PART TV. CHILD ACCOUNTING
A. Promotions to High School
The following 42 pupils were promoted to High School in June 1955
:
Travis Allen, Priscilla Allord, Bonnie Bean, Roland Bibeau, Marion
Blair, Richard Blanchette, June Boudrieau, Dorothy Burnham, Janet
Bussiere, Lewis Butler, Ronald Butler, Eva Caron, Ronald Charland, Bar-
bara Coll, Elizabeth Colli, Elaine Courchene, Betty Despres, Linda Pelch,
Theresa Gravel, Joyce Harmon, Jerry Harvey, Philip Knight, Margaret
Korpi, Richard Luziere, Maureen McPhie, Patricia Norwood, Doreen
Ouellette, Vesla Peabody, Patricia Pierce, Robert Record, Thomas Sargent,
Homer Sawtelle, Dianne Shattuck, Harry Sirois, Betty Steward, Louis
Tremblay. Carol Underwood, Alice Whitney, Marjorie Whitney, Susan
Wilen, Howard Williams and Peggy Wozmak.
!B. High School Graduates
Twenty-three students, as compared with forty-two students in 1954,
and forty-six students in 1953, were graduated from Conant High School
in June 1955:
Elizabeth A. Belletete, Earl R. Bemis, Janice R. Boudrieau, Richard
A. Butler, Alfred J. Desimarais, Davis A. Despres, Ronald W. Devens, Ray-
mond F. Eastman, Gerald H. Harling, Herbert H. Harvey, Jr., Edward C.
Hill, Betty Ann Johnson, Emile J. LaPleur, Webster R. LaViolette, Lester
W. Parker, Donald J. Pelton, Carole S. Reenstierna, Kevin P. Rivard,
Pauline E. Robidoux, Richard P. Sawyer, Charles C. Silver, Philip A.
Tremblay, and Toini Carol A. Walkonen.
Of these graduates six are furthering their education in institutions
of higher learning which include; four year colleges, schools of nursing,
commercial colleges, junior colleges, thirteen are gainfully employed, three
are in the Armed Forces, and one is married.
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C. Statistics For The Year Ending June 30, 1955
Number of pupils registered




Aggregate number of days all
pupils were in school
Percent of attendance
Average number of days each
pupil was in session
Non-resident pupils (tuition)






















D. School Census As Of September 1, 1955








































As of January 13, 1955
Grade 1 62 Grade 7 76
Grade 2 73 Grade 8 63
Grade 3 78 Grade 9 28
Grade 4 59 Grade 10 26
Grade 5 47 Grade 11 25
Grade 6 50 Grade 12 28
Total 369 Total 246
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PART V. AUXILIARY ACTIVITIES AN© SPECIAL, REPORTS
A. Health
The aims of the School Health Service are to keep the children weil,
to help promote normal growth and to correct any condition which
might prevent their best work in school.
Dr. Franklin Sterling has been appointed School Physician by the
School Beard.
Dr. Sterling will continue the policy of examining the odd numbered
grades every year so that every child will receive an examination every
other year He also examines other pupils as the need arises, including all
sports participants.
The school physician's examination consists of a check up of the
chest including heart and dungs. He checks nose, ears, and eyes and gives
special attention to the condition of throat and teeth. He notes general
appearance of nutrition and skin, as well as posture. Each boy is checked
for possible hernia or genital abnormalities.
The school doctor does not treat or prescribe. If any condition is
found to need attention, parents are notified to take their child to their
own doctor or dentist for treatment.
The doctor is available for advice in case of an epidemic or other em-
ergency.
The services of a full time school nurse are provided by the school
board.
Some of the duties of the school nurse are
:
To see that each child has a disease census card and health record
card.
To carry out inspection of all children, with the school doctor in the
odd numbered grades, followed by notices to parents and by home visits.
To conduct vision and hearing tests and carry out necessary follow
up.
To stimulate clinics and assist at all clinics; Dental, T. B., Eye, Im-
munization etc.
To assist in the control of communicable disease through teaching
the recognition of early symptoms, the importance of isolation and the
value of immunization.
To inspect pupils and take heights and weights and record on the
Health Record Card.
To make out monthly reports and records.
To show the value of adequate health supervision and facilities for
medical aid and to assist in securing the correction of defects.
To develop relationships and to coordinate school health activities
with resources of school, home and communityy.
To help conduct Spring round-up and enrollment of entering pupils,
with a complete health history entered on the Health Record Card, as
well as a screening of vision, hearing, and general health.
To act as a visiting teacher, the link between home and school.
Communicable Disease Control
We still have problems with communicable disease, including colds.
Children who show indications of communicable disease should re-
main at home until fully recovered or until the family doctor has been
consulted. Sending a half-sick child to school for the nurse to inspect is
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dangerous for the child and exposes other children to the infection be-
fore the ill child can be returned to the parent.
The child should not be sent to school with one or more of the sym-
toms of a communicable disease:
Sneezing- and coughing; a newly wet running nose; red watery eyes;
sore or inflamed throat; headache; vomiting; or general malaise. Fever
or rash should be looked upon as signs of communicable disease.
Children who come in on a bus should have careful inspection before
leaving home. Parents should keep these children home if they show any
symptoms of illness. The close contact involved in the transportation of
such children if ill, and the difficulties in returning such children home
calls for the closest cooperation between home and school.
Dental Clinic
A Dental Clinic, sponsored by the Jaffrey Woman's Club, with a
limited budget was conducted. It enabled forty-two pupils, who could not
have received complete dental work any other way, to be done. This in-
volved 120 visits to the dentist with 29 cleanings, 181 fillings, 17 extrac-
tions and 8 treatments. Dr. Raymond Moore was the dentist. Many were
left on the waiting list when the money was spent.
Salk Polio Vaccine Immunization
The report on the Salk vaccine immunization filed with the State
Department of Health showed:
:
Total pupils Grades 1-2 158 (surveyed originally)
First shot given to 109
Absent for illness 13
Refused immunization 6
Withdrew permission 24
Already had had polio 1
Moved away before shots 5
The second in the series of Salk vaccine shots was given, to those
who had had the first shot, in October of this year.
Glasses
Those pupils needing glasses who are unable to afford them were
helped with the fund provided1 for the purpose by the Jaffrey Community
League. A number of such pupils were fitted with a noticeable improve-
ment in school work.
Statistical Report
Total class room, visits 2,049
To elementary rooms 1,236
To junior high rooms 693
To high school 120
To high school office 120
To grade school office 177
Home visits 623
Pupils examined by doctor (Odd numbered
grades, Sports Participants) 355
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64 plus glasses already worn 41
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Professional meetings and workshops in the School Nurse-Teacher
interests took seven days time, with several on Saturdays.
RUTH S. LANGHJjE, R.N.
School Nurse.
B. Helping Teacher's Report
Your Helping Teacher Reports
For the Year 1955
SUPERVISORY UNION NO. 47
Peterborough — Jaffrey — Dublin — Hancock — Rindge — Sharon
The Helping Teacher's role of counsellor, specialist and consultant
to the professional staff, school boards and parents and to the community
at large has one major objective and that is the improvement of the
educational growth and' development of the children in our schools. In
trying tc analyze what growth and development has occurred during a
year one must look back to see what has been done in order to measure
its relationship to the outcomes. Often the outcomes are not easy to see
at a given time but are occurring all of the time and not all at one time.
What are some of the things your helping teacher has been doing
this year with the preceding objectives in mind?
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1. Over three hundred visits have been made to classrooms in the
supervisory union for the purposes of supervision, observation and help.
2. Innumerable conferences have been held with principals, super-
visors and nurses.
3. There have been some 30 cases of children requiring special help
because of retardation or reading" difficulties.
4. Many conferences have been held with groups of teachers for
the purposes of studying and improving the curriculum notably in the
areas of English, iSocial Studies, Language, Arts and Arithmetic.
5. A seminar on reading was arranged for elementary teachers, par-
ents and school board members at which Anna Giliingham of New York
and Dr Helen Murphy of Boston presided. At this seminar teachers had
an opportunity to discuss freely current problems in reading instruction.
6. Interviews of six children under the required entrance age were
arranged and conducted in September.
7. Over fifty conferences were held with parents regarding problems
or special help for their children.
8. Talks were delivered to different P.T.A.'s by your Helping Teacher.
9. Last years new teacher's handbook was revised and brought up
to date.
10. A monthly bulletin was published for all teachers and principals
during the year. It included suggestions for the improvement of instruc-
tion and contained inspirational items as well as lists of new texts and
materials available to all teachers.
11. Worked with special committees of the Supervisory Union Board
in providing statistical and other information concerning retardation
and remedial reading.
12. Interviewed and corresponded with over thirty-five candidates for
the twenty vacancies in the various schools of the supervisory union this
year.
13. Worked with teachers who had special problems in the class-
room.
14. Worked with teachers in helping to determine those children
who have reading difficulties and worked out ways of helping these
children.
15. Administered tests to children having reading difficulties.
16. Arranged for special help for children who needed it outside the
classroom.
17. Participated in local and state teachers meetings as a speaker
and consultant.
18. Attended1 school board meetings.
19. Reviewed new textbook material and made recommendations for
changes where it was felt an improvement could be made.
20. Attended summer school for professional improvement, taking
courses m elementary and high school supervision.
What are soane of the things which have been happening .....
1. As a result of teacher conferences a unified Social studies program
was worked out for grades 1-12 in our schools.
2. Individual techniques of teaching reading in order to help all
children have been introduced and are being actively used in some
of our schools.
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3. An outline for the English program was worked out for grades
7-12 in one of the high schools.
4. Two teachers study and survey groups were organized and will
be working during the current school year: one in the area of language
arts (reading, spelling, writing) and arithmetic, the other in the area of
reporting to parents.
5. A pilot program' in the teaching of geometry was introduced into
our high schools.
6. An experimental program to improve the teaching of spelling was
introduced into one of the elementary schools.
7. In arithmetic tests administered by the University of New
Hampshire pupils in our upper elementary grades scored higher than
the state and national averages.
What are some of the things observed
1. In spite of the many criticisms which have been leveled at public
schools throughout the country this year on the score of reading: in-
struction and curriculum our schools have continued to grow and to look
for ways of improving. Not only have we been working in the areas of
reading and curriculum but we are at present continuing our study of
all areas of the curriculum.
2. Our school facilities have greatly improved and' this is a great
aid to instruction. This makes for a great difference in teacher and
pupil morale.
3. Tne two committees appointed by the Supervisory Union Board
to study the needs of Remedial Reading Instruction and help for re-
tarded children as recommended by the Helping Teacher did a splendid
job and it is hoped that the people of the various communities will back
the school boards when they ask for money in their individual budgets to
take care of these two great needs in our schools.
This has been a very rewarding year for the Helping Teacher. The
wonderful cooperation of the Superintendent, Principals, Teachers,
Schoolboard Members, Parents and citizens of the various communities
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